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MY VISIoN IS To reVoLUTIoNISe 
ThE way wE CONNECT 
wiTh waTEr

Dear customers

As a forward-looking company we have 
always been at the forefront of advancing 
water technology – but I feel we are 
experiencing an unprecedented and exciting 
era of change where great design has created 
a truly global language, but also where the 
incredible diversity of culture and aesthetics 
across our planet is being explored and 
celebrated. 

At Grohe we are proud to be at the heart of this changing global landscape, 
where the future of technology is already transforming our idea of the home 
into something smarter and yet also more personalised. We are passionate 
about the ways in which digital advances and innovative design are improving 
our own intimate relationships with where we live, down to the most personal 
of daily routines. 

Take our latest innovation, the Spalet shower toilet, inspired by the growing demand 
for tailored intimate care and higher-than-ever standards of personal grooming. 
We have drawn on the expertise and ideas that have been at the heart of Japanese 
bathing culture for centuries by applying our own engineering expertise and design 
excellence. It’s just one example of our ethos of combining the best aspects of 
traditional water culture with the latest cutting-edge technology. The result is 
a genuinely progressive product that will revolutionise the cleaning routines of 
consumers before the day has even begun.

Another of our latest innovations is 3D showering, where an intuitive push-button 
SmartControl with memory function delivers an ideal shower immediately, with 
no water wasted, and offers customers a comfortable, sensual, ecologically 
smart shower that is also simple to control.

At Grohe we know the importance of paying close attention to the needs and 
aspirations of all our customers, and innovating to meet them. As Masters of 
Technology we excel in design, technology, and sustainability, meaning we 
are perfectly equipped to provide products that exceed all expectations – both 
today and tomorrow.

Yours, Michael rauterkus
Chief Executive Offi cer
Grohe AG
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Master of Technology, listens to the hush
of Grohe Whisper® water technology as
she tests it in the acoustics lab.

 MElaNiE PaPadiaS
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MaSTErS OF  
TEChNOlOGy 

Grohe’s people are regarded by their peers in 
the industry as Masters of Technology, because 
of their innovations, outstanding design and award-
winning fittings. By a combination of their advanced 
craftsmanship and their cutting-edge approach to 
effective teamwork and processes, our Masters of 
Technology take the lead in developing, designing 
and manufacturing our outstanding product range, 
all the while testing and fine-tuning each piece  
to ensure continued customer satisfaction.

The result: Timeless design. And quality that lasts a 
lifetime. Again and again Grohe products surprise 
users with unique features that provide ‘Pure Freude 
an Wasser’. When you use a Grohe product you 
can feel the difference. Time after time.
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Master of Technology, produces 
unbeatable hardwearing faucet  
surfaces with Grohe StarLight®.

 ThEOChariS liOliS
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Timeless beauty and quality that lasts a lifetime - this captures 
the essence of the Grohe Masters of Technology pledge. 
With unfailing regularity, our experts deliver on it with 
brilliant products and unmatched performance.

It started with Carl Nestler, a manufacturer and developer  
of faucets for all kinds of tastes and purposes. ever since then 
the Masters of Technology have done more than continuously 
change the world of faucets – we have improved it.

ongoing investment in research and development at Grohe 
has led to the creation and launch of world-leading bathroom 
and kitchen innovations.
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Master of Technology, measures how long
Grohe CoolTouch® keeps the faucet surface
cool despite the flow of hot water.

 ruurd v. lEEuwEN
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Master of Technology, uses a force 
meter to determine how little pressure 
is needed to operate a lever fitted with 
Grohe FeatherControl technology.

 JEaNNiNE FiSChEr
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Master of Technology, uses a 3-D measuring
table to ensure that ceramic sanitaryware  
and faucets are perfectly compatible.

 MiChaEl POTThOFF
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All GROHE products are defined by their exceptional quality, 
with every component undergoing a series of stress tests – the 
toughest in the industry – to ensure ease of use and perfect 
looks. Only when they have passed with flying colours are they 
free to carry the Grohe name out into the world.

Activities such as washing hands, showering and making 
coffee may seem rather banal to the rest of us. But for the 
Masters of Technology at Grohe they represent a science all 
their own – one that we passionately seek to perfect with the 
ultimate in care, precision and meticulous attention to detail. 
All the while, we never lose sight of our goal – to share the 
‘Pure Freude an Wasser’.
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MADe IN  
GErMaNy 

a passion for quality. Precision crafted to the highest 
standards. Precision is synonymous with the Grohe brand. 
our “Made in Germany” seal of exceptional quality has always 
characterised our work. We believe that this is in large part 
because our award-winning design and development teams 
are all based in Germany, home to the highest quality products  
in the world. We are proud of upholding this German tradition 
and we guarantee our customers consistently superior 
manufacturing – down to the smallest detail. Grohe 
also delivers top quality product development. At our 
facility in hemer, in the Sauerland region, our engineers 
and designers work hand in hand to refine our innovative 
ideas. We hold all our facilities in Germany, Portugal and 
Thailand to the same Grohe quality promise and high 
manufacturing standards. We live by our global standard  
of perfection.
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Master of Technology, takes a sample  
of Grohe’s handmade very own brass.

GEOrGiOS vlaChOdiMOS
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SuStAinABility

Sustainability starts with quality. If you decide on 
Grohe, you choose safe products which were created 
to be long-lasting and resource-friendly. We impose the 
most stringent durability tests with 15-year service life 
conditions. We want you to enjoy your Grohe products  
for many years to come. Sustainability is a pervasive  
and essential part of our corporate culture. You can enjoy 
your Grohe bathroom solutions with a clear conscience 
for many reasons:

innovative energy conservation. We have developed 
countless innovative technologies which will help you 
to conserve energy without having to sacrifice comfort 
and pleasure in the bath. For example, the thermostats 
with Grohe TurboStat® technology reach the desired 
shower temperature within seconds. And fittings using 
GROHE SilkMove® ES combine ultimate ease of use  
with energy-saving innovations. This modern technology 
prevents the unnecessary heating of water when you  
use the moderate setting.

Smart water conservation. respectful water resource 
management is another topic close to our hearts. Many 
of our fittings and shower systems are equipped with 
the revolutionary Grohe ecoJoy water conservation 
technology, reducing water use by up to 50%.

Social responsibility. As an international company,  
we are aware of our responsibilities to the environment. 
We maintain an open and objective dialogue with the 
general public. At our facilities we promote environmental 
awareness to improve the health and safety standards  
of our employees.

Surveillance by independent certification partners. 
each of our facilities is regularly inspected by independent, 
external certification authorities in health, safety and 
environmental protection to ensure compliance with  
ISo standards. We follow the International Standards  
ISo 14001:2009 and ohSAS: 2007.
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MoMeNTS  
OF TruTh

Grohe’s Masters of Technology announce the innovative 
quality of their work in so-called “Moments of Truth”. These 
are the moments when the end-user becomes aware of  
the tangible benefits that the product offers, as well as  
the achievement that it represents, for the very first time. 
At these times, all the efforts that have gone into research, 
development, production and refinement result in genuine 
delight and authentic satisfaction for the customer.
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GrOhE CoolTouch®  

No scalding on hot 
surfaces thanks to 100% 
GROHE Cooltouch®.

GrOhE TurboStat®  

Always the right temperature, 
for utmost convenience and 
safety.

GrOhE dreamSpray®
Innovative quality showers  
for luxurious revitalisation  
and wellbeing. 

GrOhE Starlight®  

Made-to-last surfaces ranging 
from precious matt to shiny 
like a diamond.

GrOhE SilkMove®
Smoothest handling for 
effortless precision and 
ultimate comfort for a lifetime.

GrOhE QuickFix® 
Faster, easier and hassle-
free, GROHE QuickFix® cuts 
installation time by up to 40%.

GrOhE Zero
No contact of water with lead 
and nickel due to isolated inner 
water ways.

GrOhE EcoJoy 
Save precious resources and  
enjoy 100% water comfort.

GrOhE FeatherControl 
the joy of effortless fingertip 
control and long lasting silky 
smooth operation.
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Grohe CoMPLeTe  
BaThrOOM  
SOluTiONS

inspired by your desires. Greater than the sum of  
its parts. To make it even easier for you to transform your 
unique idea of a dream bathroom into reality, Grohe now 
offers you complete bathroom solutions. our high quality 
collections, created under the special direction of Grohe 
Chief Designer Paul Flowers, eloquently demonstrate 
our design expertise. enjoy the creative and harmonious 
interaction of elegant GROHE fittings and matching  
Grohe ceramics. The Grohe programme PerfectMatch  
is guaranteed to lead you to a perfectly aligned combination 
of fittings, ceramics, integrated technology and design. We 
offer everything from a single source to ensure total design 
consistency.

We have assembled six different bathroom collections, 
developed for you with passion, devotion and foresight.  
The styles range from classical elegance to simple 
minimalism: softly purist, harmoniously sensual and 
timelessly practical. Furthermore, all of our bathrooms 
offer an incredibly wide range of technical features,  
sizes, materials, colours and details.

Let the six different looks in the Grohe Collections be  
your inspiration before deciding, at your leisure, which  
of them is perfectly tailored to you.
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WHEN german  
DEsigN aND  
german 
ENgiNEERiNg...

gROHE’s people have been regarded by their peers in 
the industry as Masters of Technology, because of their 
innovations, outstanding design and award-winning fittings. 

By a combination of their advanced craftsmanship and their 
cutting-edge approach to effective teamwork and processes, 
our Masters of Technology take the lead in developing, 
designing and manufacturing our outstanding product 
range, all the while testing and fine-tuning each piece  
to ensure continued customer satisfaction. 
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Would you eat raw fish without knowing something of 
the culture and tradition of sushi? We have learned so 
many things from Japan’s culture: bathing rituals, eating 
rituals, manufacturing processes. We studied their advanced 
sanitary customs and technological know-how and now 
introduce a new and revolutionary sanitary concept based 
on breakthrough technology. a technology that cares 
intelligently and that will change your life – at least,  
an essential and most private part of it.

...MEETs 
japanese 
spa CulTuRE
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InTeLLIgenT 
CLeanLIness
TailOR-MaDE FOR YOu

Your bathroom and toilet should feel like the cleanest space 
in the house! We know that to feel totally clean you need to 
have confidence, that your spalet is pristine and hygienic 
too. That’s why every design detail has been carefully 
considered to offer new levels of cleanliness at every 
stage. special hygienic coatings and powerful flushing  
mean the toilet effectively cleans itself, while the self-
cleaning, anti–bacterial spray arms give you total peace  
of mind when using the spray function.

ENJOY a WEalTH OF 
BENEFiTs THaT Will FiT  
YOu likE a glOvE

01
pERFECT skiN CaRE
With a selection of fully adjustable sprays, anti–bacterial twin 
shower arms and unlimited warm water for comfortable 
cleaning we offer perfect skin care: skinClean.

02
ulTiMaTE HYgiENE ClEaN
With leading-edge aquaCeramic technology, germ-
resistant HyperClean coating and self-cleaning, anti-
bacterial spray arms you can be certain of 100% hygiene 
security: HygieneClean.

03
pERsONal COMFORT
With features like odour absorption, air dryer, nightlight 
and the smartphone app we offer the smartest comfort: 
personal Comfort.

gROHE  
sHOWer TOILeTs
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grOHe spaLeT  
presenTs  
sensIa® arena
THE ClEaNEsT EvER

Enjoy the feeling of lightness and wellbeing that a 
personalised cleaning routine can bring you. The gROHE 
sensia® arena  impresses with innovative functions, such  
as skinClean and HygieneClean, that make it the cleanest 
toilet in the world. Discover the difference it can make to 
your day.
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01 
THaT´s WHaT 
YOUr sKIn 
WOulD CHOOsE

imagine a way of cleaning that is not just more hygienic  
but also kinder to your skin. something that leaves you 
feeling cared for and comfortable, not to mention confident 
in your body. The new gROHE sensia® arena harnesses the 
natural goodness of water to refresh and revitalise your skin, 
leaving you completely clean without the harshness of paper 
or chemicals. in the comfort of your own bathroom it gives 
you the opportunity to be kind to yourself, and your skin, 
every single day.

perfeCT sKIn Care
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gROHE
skinClean
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adjustable shower arm 

YOuR spalET – YOuR CHOiCEs

at gROHE we know very well that no two people are the 
same. You expect your bathroom shower to be adjustable  
to exactly the way you like it, and the gROHE sensia® arena 
is just the same. The sensia® arena offers you the luxury 
of total control over your cleansing. simply select your 
preferred settings either on the side panel of the sensia 
arena seat or with the convenient remote control. You 
can even programme your preferences to your individual 
profile in the Sensia® Arena app on your smartphone, 
meaning your sensia® arena recalls exactly the sort of  
care you prefer, every time.

your preferred water pressure. From soft and   
soothing to a forceful spray, pick the power 
setting that suits you.
 
your ideal spray position. adapt the exact spray 
arm position for great performance every time.
 

your desired water temperature. Fresh and cool 
or warming comfort, the temperature of the 
cleaning spray is up to you.
 
unlimited warm water. Thanks to the spalet’s 
instant heating system you can enjoy constant, 

unlimited warm water for your complete comfort.
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advanCed TeCHnOLOgIes
FOR pERFECT skiN CaRE

gROHE skiNClEaN
gROHE’s shower toilet spray technology lets 
you choose spray type, spray strength and 
position individually. Developed to give you  
an experience of cleansing that is powerful yet still 
gentle, always precise and tailored to your taste.

aDJusTaBlE 
spRaY pREssuRE
adjust the spray strength to suit your needs.

aDJusTaBlE  
sHOWER aRM
Reposition the spray arms as required.

aDJusTaBlE 
WaTER TEMpERaTuRE
set the water temperature to your personal 
preference.

uNliMiTED
WaRM WaTER supplY

an instant heater inside guarantees limitless 
warm water for the spray functions
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TWiN sHOWER aRM
separate arms for female and rear sprays 
guarantee hygiene and comfort.

REaR sOFT spRaY
For a softer, more soothing cleaning  
experience select the soft spray option.

laDY sHOWER
a dedicated shower arm designed to provide 
gentle cleaning to the female intimate area. 

MassagE spRaY
allows you to alternate between soft and 
vigorous spray strength – for a soothing 
pulsating massage effect.

OsCillaTiNg spRaY
The soft forward and backward motion  
provides gentle cleansing.

REaR spRaY
a dedicated shower arm for precise cleaning 
of the rear area for a perfect powerful cleaning 
experience.
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put your trust in ultimate hygiene – the gROHE sensia® 
arena incorporates different innovative technologies that  
all work together to give you a 100% hygienic toilet. From 
the design of the bowl to advanced coatings that offer  
triple protection from dirt, bacteria and limescale, you can 
be sure that your toilet is always sparkling clean and safe.

ULTImaTe HYgIene CLean

02 
MaYBE THE 
CLeanesT pLaCe 
ON EaRTH
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gROHE
HygieneClean

surface without aquaCERaMiC

surface with aquaCERaMiC

surface without HYpERClEaN

surface with HYpERClEaN

01
gROHE 
aquaCERaMiC
avOiDaNCE OF 
iMpuRiTiEs

02
gROHE  
HYpERClEaN
pREvENTiON OF 
BaCTERia gROWTH
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it creates a smooth surface that impurities can’t stick to, 
meaning impurities or residues cannot attach to the bowl 
and the powerful triple vortex flush easily cleans with one 
flush. This innovative surface treatment works in two ways 
– it uses a hydrophilic layer to prevent residues sticking to 
the bowl, and it uses nano-technology to prevent limescale 
latching onto the surface and attracting dirt and grime. The 
AquaCeramic surface is coated before firing and lasts more 
than 100 years! Even scrubbing won’t wear it off. alongside 
gROHE’s HyperClean finish it locks out impurities and 
bacteria for good, making cleaning effortless and maintaining 
the sparkling, fresh-from-the-box finish.

Take confidence that your bathroom is hygienic and clean 
with gROHE HyperClean, which uses naturally anti-bacterial 
silver ions to inhibit germs and prevent stains and odour. 
During the glazing process this exceptionally smooth 
and hardwearing finish is added which prevents 99.9% 
of bacteria growth, meaning your ceramics stay sparklingly 
clean and germ-free with the minimum of effort. Take 
peace of mind from this feature, certified by the Society of 
industrial Technology for antimicrobial articles, guaranteed  
to make your bathroom a safer, cleaner and germ free place 
for you and your family.

EasilY ClEaN – 
WiTH ONE FlusH

WITH  
aquaCERaMiC

WITHOUT
aquaCERaMiC

Ceramic materials proudly feature the siaa (society of 
industrial Technology for antimicrobial articles) brand 
mark based on isO for kOHkiN – stringent criteria for 
the anti -bacterial effect and the safety of the agent.

ulTiMaTE HYgiENE  
FOR 100 YEaRs WiTH 
aquaCERaMiC aND  
HYpERClEaN 

gROHE aquaCERaMiC 
DOuBlE THE pROTECTiON 
FROM iMpuRiTiEs

gROHE HYpERClEaN 
NO CHaNCE FOR 
BaCTERia TO gROW
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gROHE
powerflush
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Corners and crevices are playgrounds for bacteria, 
especially under the rim of the toilet bowl. That’s  
why we’ve created the “rimless” bowl where every 
surface is easy to reach and effortless to keep clean, 
even in the parts you can’t see. in tandem with the 
triple vortex flush it makes this the cleanest toilet ever.

Unlike other toilets, GROHE’s innovative triple vortex flush 
system creates a powerful vortex of water that swirls to 
cover and clean the whole of the bowl. Despite its power, 
this effective flush has low water consumption, with a dual 
flush option that uses just 5l of water and only 3l for a short 
flush. Instead of one or two water outlets, the Triple Vortex 
system flushes from three outlets – one at the back, one 
at the side and one at the base of the bowl – creating an 
incredibly powerful flush that leaves nothing behind.

gROHE TRiplE vORTEx 
THE pOWER OF THREE 

gROHE RiMlEss  
lEavEs BaCTERia  
NOWHERE TO HiDE
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InnOvaTIve deveLOpmenTs
FOR ulTiMaTE TOilET HYgiENE

HYgiENEClEaN
Outstanding hygiene features provide ultimate 
cleanliness. Combining our leading-edge anti-
stick coating aquaCeramic and the HyperClean 
glaze that prevents the growth of 99.9% of germs 
you can be confident that your ceramic will stay 
clean for 100 years.

gROHE pOWER FlusH 
strong vortex action creates a high-suction force 
for an extra-powerful flush, thoroughly cleaning 
all corners of the toilet bowl.

RiMlEss TOilET BOWl
The rimless toilet bowl allows easier cleaning. 
No dirt collects on the rim, and the interior of  
the bowl is clean and bright – without splashing.

aquaCERaMiC
Creates a smooth hydrophilic layer on the 
ceramic surface that dirt and limescale can’t 
stick to, meaning there are no residues after 
flushing. Makes your toilet 100 years clean! 

HYpERClEaN
This exceptionally smooth and hardwearing 
glaze uses silver ions to prevent 99.9% of bacteria 
growth, keeping your ceramic sparkling clean and 
germ-free. 

TRiplE vORTEx FlusH
Three water outlets create a powerful vortex 
effect with each flush, covering and cleaning 
every corner of the bowl for ultimate hygiene.
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exchangeable
spray head
The spray arm can be easily replaced.

anTi-bacTerial
nozzle guard
The spray arms are protected behind a  
removable 99.9% anti-bacterial nozzle  
guard for total hygiene.

anTi-bacTerial
spray nozzle
Made from 99.9% anti-bacterial material, 
certified by the SIAA, the spray nozzle stays 
germ-free at all times.

auToMaTic cleaning
spray arm heads are cleaned before  
and after each use.

quick – release seaT
1

a special hinge allows easy removal of the  
toilet seat for cleaning.

1only seat lid can be taken out
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03 
WE´vE TakEN  
CaRE OF  
YOUr persOnaL  
COmfOrT

Take total control of your cleansing routine in three different 
ways. You can use the smartphone app, which lets you 
programme your own user profile effortlessly, reach for the 
intuitive remote, or use the simple control panel at the side  
of the seat. What could be more simple? 

persOnaL COmfOrT
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persOnaL COmfOrT

NigHTligHT

The gROHE sensia® arena is there to look after your every 
need from start to fi nish. That’s why we’ve included a soft 
nightlight to guide your way at night that comes on when 
the lid opens automatically. You can also activate a permanent 
lED light if you prefer to have a gentle light signal to guide 
your way at all times.

sEaT liD 
OpEN aND ClOsE

The toilet’s sensor detects your presence, automatically 
opening the lid as you approach. You can preset automatic 
open and close, seat lid only or both seat lid and seat.

aiR DRYER

Enjoy the ultimate warming comfort of an air dryer 
function, leaving you completely clean and dry.

ODOuR aBsORpTiON

Never worry about bathroom odours! Two vents keep any 
smells at bay – an airshield around the bowl surface seals 
the air inside the toilet, keeping odours in the bowl, while 
the other draws odours away completely through an active 
carbon fi lter.
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smarT prOfILIng
FOR BEsT pERsONal COMFORT

sMaRT pHONE app 
aNDROiD/iOs

Control your shower toilet and save your 
personal settings to your user profile for extra 
convenience via the spalet app. available for 
iOs or android smartphone systems.

usER pROFilE MEMORY
1

You can save different user settings and recall 
them every time when you use the toilet.

REMOTE CONTROl

access all functions by remote control, 
comfortably and intuitively.

siDE CONTROl paNEl

Basic functions can also be controlled directly 
on the seat at your convenience.
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aiR DRYER

after a warm-water shower, the warm-air  
dryer provides fast and gentle drying.

NigHTligHT

The shower toilet is lit by a soft light in  
the dark to help you find your way. 

ODOuR aBsORpTiON

as soon as you sit down on the seat,  
odour extraction is activated automatically. 

auTOMaTiC sEaT
OpEN & ClOsE

When approaching the toilet, a sensor  
recognises your presence and the lid  
and seat open and close automatically.

sOFT ClOsE sEaT

Both seat and lid have a gentle and  
quiet soft-closing mechanism.

auTOMaTiC FlusH
2

The moment you move away from the toilet,  
 a sensor-controlled flush is actuated.

1smart phone app only | 2For automatic flush an upgrade kit is necessary: 46 944 000
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gROHE sENsia®  
Igs
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Ultimate freshness – completely intuitive. gROHE 
sensia® igs makes a trip to the toilet a pleasant experience. 
This shower toilet will routinely impress with its elegant 
design and many high-tech details every day. These include 
an innovative controller that works by rotation and pressure, 
as well as the intuitive remote control with touchscreen. 
Define your individual feelgood programme – say, water 
temperature and type of spray – and save it. You can reset 
the functions to suit you at any time. gROHE sensia® igs 
also means a shiny clean toilet, thanks to its numerous 
innovative hygiene functions. For example, the spray arm 
head is automatically cleaned before and after each use.  
The spray arm and the warm-air dryer are perfectly 
positioned for the user, being integrated directly into the 
ceramic. For total peace of mind, the complete shower 
system carries out thermal cleansing at regular intervals 
using water at a temperature of 70˚C. An automatic 
descaling programme is also available. You can’t get  
more thorough than that. let gROHE sensia® igs give  
you a complete feeling of perfect hygiene.
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EuroCuBE  
Bathroom
MAKE A CLEAR  
STATEMENT

Straightforward, attractive and always focused on the 
essential. Cosmopolitan life in the teeming city becomes a 
bit more manageable if you are surrounded by straight lines. 
The overarching concept of GROHE Eurocube evokes the 
dynamic lifestyle of busy people and celebrates the dramatic 
beauty of the cube. Enjoy a bit of clarity.
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Pure metropolitan design. No ifs, no buts, no deviations. Eurocube  
bath architecture has that clear sense of rigour that comes with innovative 
technology, exemplified by the GROHE StarLight® chrome finish. 
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modern rationality. The sharply cut square blends visually 
with the flat surfaces of the elegant double washbasin and 
the luxurious wall-mounted WC for a harmonious effect.
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Eurocube’s angular looks conceal something silky soft: 
GROHE SilkMove® technology for easy handling.
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Clear profile. The minimalist 4-hole tub  
and bold, artistic design combine to form  
a greater whole. 

The modern Eurocube Shower
combination with Rainshower®  

echoes the angular styling.
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Innovative design, strictly applied. This range’s cubic 
forms are reflected in all fittings, complementing the whole 
bathroom to the smallest detail. The geometric washbasin 
faucet employs straight lines and delivers a perfect stream  
of water thanks to the slightly chamfered spout.

For product information and technical details please see page 194 and following.
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A striking style element, the square cut-out detail on the 
lever handle softens the angularity and lends a unique look.
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ESSEnCE  
Bathroom
UNDERSTATED 
ELEGANCE

Classic lifestyle, gently interpreted. For people who are 
attracted by clear, visually pleasing designs, GROHE Essence 
brings aesthetics without pretension. Complete bathrooms 
in this range use balanced, modern styling and create space 
for inventive furnishing ideas and innovative technologies.
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oasis of wellbeing. The minimal design of the Essence Collection employs 
modern technology but is still a feast for the eye. No collection has ever  
featured so many leading GROHE innovations, including GROHE AquaGuide  
and GROHE SilkMove®.
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Luxurious shower: The wall-integrated shower solution with Rainshower® head 
shower and Euphoria stick hand spray adds a luxury touch to your daily shower 
experience. The design corresponds to the graceful understatement of the 
Essence range perfectly.
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Perfectly sensual. Time and again, Essence uses the 
cylindrical form in exciting ways. An artful play of shapes 

recurs throughout the range, from luxurious showers to 
architecturally shaped washbasins and radiant fittings  

which are available in sizes S to XL.
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For product information and technical details please see page 200 and following.

Simply beautiful. This elegant freestanding bath is the 
embodiment of modern luxury. On its own, it is a dramatic 
centrepiece. The elegant matching floor-mounted bath 
faucet harmonises perfectly with the distinctive Essence 
design. Beautiful innovations include GROHE StarLight®  
for a chrome finish with long-lasting shine.
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The fine curved lines run through all mixer models  
and ceramic designs like a subtle thread.
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EurodISC joy 
Bathroom
DESiGN THAT  
GivES PLEASURE

out of the ordinary. Take it easy for the whole day – just  
switch off your mind and let inspiration into your everyday  
life. Eurodisc Joy bathrooms were created for connoisseurs 
of pleasure, who love unique things and appreciate creative 
details. This collection is so special that it won us the Red  
Dot Design Award.
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the purest pleasure. Eurodisc Joy returns vitality, dynamics and creativity  
to your bathroom and infuses it with a reviving lightness. Designer features in  
the range are reflected in the many small details in the fittings and ceramics  
to create a vision which will bring pure enjoyment each and every day.
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For product information and technical details please see page 204 and following.

For high standards in comfort and design. The graceful joystick lever is the exceptional feature  
in this bathroom range. it is available in Moon White and chrome finishes, among others, and comes 
as a wall-mounted product or in many other variations.
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Whether hand or head shower or complete shower solution,  
with Power&Soul® and Rainshower® every option is covered.
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EuroStyLE 
Bathroom
THE ART  
OF iNTUiTiON

Pure emotion. Emotions – not just reason and analysis – 
guide actions. Allow yourself to drift, but maintain control. 
Organic shapes that beautifully caress the senses will help 
you reach this goal. The Eurostyle line was developed for 
intuitive, environmentally conscious people.
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In the flow of life. Flowing, nature-inspired Eurostyle surfaces in your bathroom will invoke  
an atmosphere of wellbeing. Enjoy the balanced design and the perfect interaction of fittings  
and ceramics, and anticipate a relaxed time-out from everyday life.
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Purism’s softer side. The soft lines of these ceramics 
complement the dynamic curves of the chrome elements. 
velvet-smooth operation is provided by the proven 
GROHE innovation GROHE SilkMove®.
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Eurostyle is available in three different surfaces and  
numerous product variations. The washbasin faucet  

is available in three different sizes.
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For product information and technical details please see page 208 and following.

The sensually soft shapes of the  
fittings radiate a natural beauty.  
A special highlight is the softly  
curved lever, sculptural as a piece  
of art. Enjoy the dynamic design  
of Eurostyle.
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So that you’ll derive pleasure from this beautiful shower 
design for many years to come, GROHE StarLight®  

provides a flawless chrome surface.
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EuroSmart 
Bathroom
iN TUNE WiTH  
My LiFESTyLE

Design that flows. A great bathroom design adapts 
naturally to real life – without losing its character. We  
have created this new, completely revised range for  
people who want to effortlessly match price and 
performance with design.
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Excitingly adaptable. Eurosmart leaves nothing to chance with its wide 
assortment of ceramics and chrome elements, ranging from softly shaped 
lavatories to stylish bath fixtures. The numerous technical features of the  
range enhance its quality.
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For product information and technical details please see page 214 and following.

timeless and long lasting. Eurosmart combines GROHE 
quality with sustained luxury, resulting in an excellent product 
which is continually evolving. The newly developed cartridge 
technology gives the faucet an even more beautiful shape.
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Grohe Quadra
Striking, modern,  
magical

XS-Size S-Size m-Size l-Size Xl-Size

Strikingly discreet and ergonomic. the cube and cylinder motifs 
of the single lever Quadra faucet blend many features into a design 
that will lend your bathroom a certain flair. The numerous elegant 
details provide optimum comfort. The extensive range is equipped 
with easily operated lever handles which control the flow rate precisely 
and economically. GROHE Quadra combines the highest “Made in 
Germany” quality with a perfectly calibrated human touch.

For product information and technical details please see page 218 and following.
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Grohe Lineare
SenSual clarity

a relaxed take on linearity. lineare softens the angles of 
minimalism into a fluid design while also boasting the “Made 
in Germany” quality label. The uniqueness of these fittings 
can be seen in the perfect interaction of the cylindrical body 
with the rectangular shape of handle and spout, radiating 
relaxation and harmony. In addition, GROHE SilkMove® 
ensures balanced, effortless handling. 

For product information and technical details please see page 221 and following.
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XS-Size S-Size m-Size l-Size Xl-Size
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Grohe europLuS
STIR THE EMOTIOnS  
every day

a blend of sculptural design and optimum functionality. 
Take imaginative shapes, sophisticated ergonomics, top class 
manufacturing quality and smart technical details – and you 
have the formula for Europlus. The aesthetic fittings in this  
line resemble objets d’art. The loop-shaped, seven-degree 
lever is only one of many striking design elements. Europlus’s 
succinct visual lexicon of is enhanced by GROHE StarLight® 
chrome surfaces. GROHE SilkMove® is a brilliant technical 
feature that adds easy operation and a fine-tuned flow rate.

S-Size m-Size Xl-Size

For product information and technical details please see page 224 and following.
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Grohe eurodiSc  
coSmopoLitan
verSatile &  
meaningful

confidence across the board. Eurodisc Cosmopolitan fittings 
stand out as a result of their superior styling and their extensive 
product range, all boasting the “Made in Germany” seal of quality. 
This collection allows you infinite creativity in your quest for a 
personalised bathroom. The sweeping lines of the washbasin 
faucet allow comfortable, splash-free hand-washing. Refreshingly 
elegant details and technical sophistication are also available 
for the shower and bath areas. Single-lever faucets, a complete 
shower system and a convenient shower caddy are just a few 
examples. Eurodisc Cosmopolitan turns your bathroom into  
a comfortable living zone.

For product information and technical details please see page 226 and following.
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neW neW

XS-Size S-Size m-Size l-Size Xl-Size
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Grohe concetto
an invitation  
to pure pleaSure

XS-Size S-Size m-Size l-Size

inviting design. the formal beauty of the cylinder and  
the softness of circular elements are perfectly expressed 
in the Concetto range. Take pleasure in the harmony and 
perfect ergonomics of precisely drawn lines, angles and 
curves. Concetto is an unique expression of pure style.  
A brilliant feature is the strikingly angled operating lever, 
subtly inviting you to reach out and touch. The space 
between pure aesthetics and optimum functionality is 
bridged brilliantly by the finish of the GROHE StarLight® 
surfaces.

For product information and technical details please see page 229 and following.
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Grohe euroStyLe  
coSmopoLitan
individuality &  
identity

a stylish balancing act. The GROHE Design Studio in Düsseldorf has 
done a typically fine job on the Eurostyle Cosmopolitan. Angled slightly 
at seven degrees, the lever will catch the eye of any connoisseur of 
good taste. The range’s distinctive keyhole adds a lightness to the 
design. A leading GROHE line, Eurostyle Cosmopolitan is available 
across a wide range of products, all perfectly complemented by  
a four-hole bath combination, a single-lever shower control and  
a stylish shower rack. If you’re looking for style to touch your 
senses, you’ve found it in Cosmopolitan.

For product information and technical details please see page 232 and following.
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XS-Size S-Size l-Size
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Grohe euroSmart  
coSmopoLitan
MORE THAn MERE  
minimaliSm

S-Size m-Size l-Size

Focus on the essential. eurosmart cosmopolitan deliberately 
avoids anything superfluous. The design story of this line of fittings 
speaks to fans of contemporary architecture, combining modern 
aesthetics with excellent ergonomics and the highest functionality. 
The extensive Eurosmart Cosmopolitan line boasts six different 
faucet models for the washbasin, each brilliantly complementing 
GROHE ceramics. Whether a fixed, swivel-mounted or electronic 
cast spout, each model guarantees the highest GROHE quality 
and optimum ease of use. Our proven technologies, including 
GROHE SilkMove®, GROHE SilkMove® ES and GROHE StarLight®, 
are committed to fulfilling our quality promise.

For product information and technical details please see page 235 and following.
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Grohe acceSSorieS
Wide variety 

Functional details. Many GROHE bathroom collections 
include a range of coordinated accessories, which reflects 
the design details and core values of the collection. 
Decorative and practical in equal measure – accessories 
afford the luxury of creating a cohesive bathing space.

For product information and technical details please see page 256 and following.
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Precision control for a relaxed showering experience.  
As our gauge when constructing GROHE thermostats we 
used the most sensitive thermometer around – your skin.  
The revolutionary thermostats in our Grohtherm range ensure 
that hot and cold water will touch your skin in exactly the 
proportions you desire. GROHE TurboStat® is a revolutionary 
technical feature – it provides the correct shower temperature 
in seconds and keeps it constant. The many elegant design 
features in these miniature technological marvels are 
wonderfully innovative.

GROHE  
ThermosTaTs
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We’ve all been there before. You’ve just stepped into the 
shower when someone else in the house either turns on 
a faucet or flushes the toilet; suddenly the temperature of 
your shower plummets or becomes scalding hot – leaving 
you with soap in your eyes as you try to manually adjust the 
temperature back to a comfortable level. Install a GROHE 
thermostat and you can be sure of a safe and enjoyable 
showering experience every time.
 
What’s inside? Thermostatic valves work by constantly 
mixing hot and cold water to a pre-selected temperature. 
Even if there is a change in the water supply, the thermostat 
reacts by rebalancing the quantities of hot and cold water 
to maintain the correct temperature. In the most extreme 
cases, i.e. should the cold water supply fail, the hot water 
shuts off automatically in a fraction of a second to prevent 
scalding. 

style choices. GROHE offers concealed and exposed 
thermostats. With concealed models, the body of the  
mixer is installed behind the wall. With exposed thermostats,  
the mixer is mounted on the wall and all the pipe work is 
behind the wall.

User-friendly features. Our thermostats also feature a 
SafeStop button, to prevent children from turning up the 
temperature and scalding themselves, and an EcoButton to 
reduce water usage by up to 50%. Our EasyLogic controls 
are intuitive to use and cater to the entire family, whatever 
their height, while the AquaDimmer allows you to turn the 
water on and off, adjust the flow rate and divert between 
two water outlets, e.g. hand shower and bath spout.

Grohe thermostats based on winning technology. 
LGA QualiTest GmbH, a subsidiary of TÜV Rheinland,  
carried out a major product test in 2006 comparing  
several thermostats from leading European manufacturers. 
Our Grohtherm thermostats came out on top, receiving 
Number One ranking, thanks to their GROHE TurboStat®  
and GROHE CoolTouch® technologies. 
These results have strengthened us in our mission to 
continuously develop innovative technologies, as our  
aim is to offer you the best possible technology, always.

ComforT, safeTy,  
SAVINGS

Grohe’s quick guide to thermostat technology.

What is a thermostat?
A thermostat maintains an exact water temperature of  
your choice, independent of water use elswhere at home.

how does it work?
The thermostatic mixer valve mixes the hot and cold water 
and reacts instantly to any changes in the supplies, ensuring 
the temperature is maintained within one degree deviation. 

What are the benefits?
The pre-set temperature is reached within a fraction of a 
second and remains constant so there’s no risk of scalding.

are there different types available?
Yes, GROHE offers many different models to suit every style 
of bathroom.
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GROHE
TUrBosTaT®

always the right temperature, for ultimate convenience 
and safety. GROHE TurboStat® technology lies at the heart of 
our new thermostat. 
The thermoelement unrivaled sensitivity means it delivers 
water at the desired temperature within a fraction of a second 
– and keeps it constant for the duration of your shower. no 
more time and water wasted getting the temperature right. 
And if the cold water supply fails, it reacts instantly: hot 
water will shut off automatically to avoid the risk of scalding.

Compensating precisely for fl uctuations in temperature 
and pressure results in a consistent and comfortable 
shower throughout.

Exceptionally swift reaction 
to water-pressure fl uctuations.

The GROHE TurboStat® thermo-element 
at the heart of GROHE thermostats.

without
GROHE TurboStat®

with
GROHE TurboStat®

without GROHE TurboStat®

with GROHE TurboStat®
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Thermal image  
without GROHE CoolTouch®

GROHE CoolTouch® safety housing  
with water cooling

GROHE CoolTouch®  
wall unions

Thermal image  
with 100% GROHE CoolTouch®

GROHE 
CoolToUCh®

safety first with 100% Grohe CoolTouch®. 
GROHE‘s CoolTouch® technology ensures that the entire outer 
surface never exceeds your preferred shower temperature. 
By designing our thermostats to include an innovative cooling 
channel, we have created a barrier between the hot water 
and the chrome surface - so it’s never too hot to handle. On 
top, Grohtherm 300 and 2000 feature GROHE CoolTouch® 
wall unions to perform 100% GROHE CoolTouch® for safetey 
surround. This safety measure is especially useful for children, 
who can not always judge whether something they touch is 
dangerously hot.

safety surround = 100% Grohe CoolTouch® 
No risk of scalding 
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find your perfect match with a Grohtherm thermostat. From the pure, 
cylindrical shape of our Grohtherm 3000 to the entry-level Grohtherm 800, the  
range offers a choice of designs to meet all of your requirements.
 
GROHE TurboStat® technology guarantees that any fluctuations in the water 
temperature or pressure are compensated within a fraction of a second, leaving  
you to enjoy your shower at the temperature of your choice.
 
Our Grohtherm 3000, 2000 and 1000 thermostats feature GROHE CoolTouch® 
technology, to ensure the surface of the thermostat body is never too hot to 
touch. On top, Grohtherm 3000 and 2000 feature GROHECoolTouch® wall unions 
to perform 100% GROHE CoolTouch® for safety surround. 
 
Being part of the GROHE EcoJoy collection, all GROHE thermostats can help you 
save water and energy. Furthermore, the GROHE StarLight® chrome finish ensures  
a luminous shine for years to come.

OuR RAnGE 
aT a GlaNCe

Go for the Good
High comfort, safety and savings standards assured. 
The Go for the Good Grohtherm thermostats include 
GROHE’s renowned technologies, GROHE TurboStat®, 
GROHE StarLight® and GROHE EcoJoy, enhancing 
your shower experience. Guaranteed.

Go for Better
As well as GROHE’s baseline technologies, the 
Go for Better Grohtherm thermostats offer 
additional comfort with ergonomic metal handles. 
Increased strength and ease of handling, even with 
soapy hands, ensure that you will enjoy optimal 
operating.

Go for the Best
The ultimate in comfort, safety and savings. 
Luxurious design with pure, minimalist shapes 
and additional features like GROHE AquaDimmer, 
XXL bath spout, EasyReach shower tray or a 
GROHE CoolTouch® body*. 
All Go for the Best designs offer covered 
GROHE CoolTouch® S-unions and are available  
for exposed as well as concealed installations.

* except Grohtherm Cube thermostats
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GROHTHERm 3000 
COSMOPOLITAN

minimalist & 100% Grohe CoolTouch®. Grohtherm  
3000 thermostats are based on an aesthetic philosophy 
based on simple cylinders in perfect proportions, creating 
balance and harmony enhanced by GROHE StarLight® 
chrome, a deep luxurious finish.

While GROHE TurboStat® maintains your perfect water 
temperature, GROHE CoolTouch® eliminates the risk of 
scalding from hot chrome surfaces, while the EcoButton 
enables you to reduce your water consumption up to 50%.

Go for pure showering pleasure – Go for the Best!

For product information and technical details please see page 250 and following.
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The range of exposed and concealed models enable 
effortless design coordination in every bathroom.
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GROHTHERm  
cuBE

100% Cube. For years, GROHE has been synonymous  
with thermostats for the bathroom, with over 30 million sold 
worldwide. With the launch of this pure Cubist thermostat 
range, GROHE offers innovative design combined with the 
highest quality standards. From its Cubist design and its 
water-saving options to the smart EasyReach soap tray – the 
new Grohtherm Cube thermostats and shower systems offer 
full enjoyment to the last detail, perfectly matching several 
GROHE cubic faucet and shower designs. 

Square enjoyment – Go for the Best!

For product information and technical details please see page 254 and following.
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GROHTHERm  
2000

100% Grohe CoolTouch®, advanced ergonomics 
& easyreach tray. The elegant design of Grohtherm 
2000 ensures it will complement any bathroom 
design. Experience the beauty of the XL WaterFall 
from our exposed bath/shower thermostat. Enjoy 
the convenience of the GROHE EasyReach shower 
tray, with easy-to-clean integrated storage for your 
shampoo or soap. 

Featuring 100% GROHE CoolTouch®, the solid metal 
housing of Grohtherm 2000 remains cool and safe 
at all times. With GROHE TurboStat® you will always 
enjoy your perfect water temperature, independent of 
any fluctuations in water pressure. Grohtherm 2000 
is available as classic exposed shower thermostat, as 
a variant with GROHE EasyReach storage and in trim 
sets for concealed installation.

NeW! 
The Grohtherm 2000 new exposed thermostat‘s tray 
has been upgraded to a full metal EasyReach Tray. 
Choose top quality, improved endurance – Go for  
the Best!

For product information and technical details please see page 256 and following.
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GROHTHERm  
1000 

Grohe CoolTouch®, ultimate comfort. Enjoy  
taking a refreshing shower more then ever before.  
The Grohtherm 1000 with contemporary design  
offers the new GROHE CoolTouch® compact body, 
ergonomically shaped metal handles, GROHE TurboStat® 
technology and water-saving eco functions.

The new Grohtherm 1000 - more complete than ever  
before – Go for Better!

For product information and technical details please see page 258 and following.
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Offering optimal ergonomics with subtle hidden wings at the back of the handles 
and the highest safety standards in its market segment, it’s the ideal thermostat 
for every kind of user, from children to seniors. The contemporary design and 
extended range of products means there’s a perfect solution for every bathroom 
and every situation, whether a renovation or new build, behind or in front of the 
wall, a single private residence or extensive commercial project.

nEW
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minimalistic design with ergonomic metal handle. 
Offering quality, technology and design at a competitive 
price, Grohtherm 1000 cosmopolitan is our most  
compact thermostat. crafted from a series of perfect 
cylinders, its slender design is the preferred choice for 
modern, architectural-style spaces.

Pure design, pure pleasure – Go for Better!

GROHTHERm 1000 
COSMOPOLITAN

For product information and technical details please see page 260.
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Purity meets performance. A subtle rim on the cylindric 
metal handle increases grip, even when operated with wet, 
soapy hands.

nEW
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Revitalise your body, mind and soul with an exhilarating 
shower. Create your personal hydrotherapy shower and use 
all the physical properties of water to create a new sensation 
every day. Large or extra-large; fitted flush to the ceiling or 
wall mounted; GROHE showers come in all shapes, styles 
and sizes – each one designed with your satisfaction and 
enjoyment in mind.

A gentle Rain Spray for rinsing off soap or a body scrub, 
a focused Jet Spray to help relax tense muscles or a soft 
and soothing Champagne Spray. With GROHE showers 
the choice is at your fingertips. Increase the hydrotherapy 
level and experience three-dimensional showering. Our 
adjustable side showers can be calibrated to place more 
pressure between your shoulder blades and slightly less  
on your lower back – your in-shower massage service.

GROHE  
ShoweRS

For product information and technical details please see page 262 and following.
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enjoy variety - rejuvenation or relaxation? Our unique 
design distributes the same amount of water to each and 
every nozzle, resulting in an even spray. So whatever pattern 
suits your mood – Normal, Champagne Spray, Pure, Jet, 
Rain or Massage – you’re guaranteed that it will be an all-
over exhilarating experience.

The new sprays, GROHE PureRain Spray, GROHE Bokoma 
Spray and GROHE Rain O2, are just the latest examples of 
GROHE DreamSpray® technological innovation.

GROHE SHOWERS
The SPRAYS

Jet Spray
A focussed circular spray, which delivers  
a refreshing burst of water. Ideal for 
stimulating the skin or simply cleaning  
the bathtub or shower.

Massage Spray
A pulsating spray pattern for a stimulating 
massage. Gives a unique and invigorating 
all-over massage.

Rain Spray
Wide and luxurious – a soft, delicate 
pattern to soothe the skin. Mimicking 
warm summer rain, the spray provides  
a full and even coverage.

SmartRain Spray
All the features and benefits of our 
authentic Rain Spray but with a reduced 
flow. A smart pattern that uses less water 
to deliver full showering enjoyment.

GRohe Rain o2 Spray
A soft, smooth spray based on our original 
Rain Spray. Water drops are infused with 
air for a wide and fuller spray.

Normal Spray
A great all-encompassing spray pattern 
with a refreshing and relaxing effect. Its 
universal appeal makes it a great 
all-rounder.

Champagne Spray
Enriched with air for bigger and softer 
water droplets. More air means that less 
water is required when using this fulfilling 
and gentle spray pattern.

Deluxe Champagne Spray 
An extra-rich spray bursting with soft  
water droplets.

GRohe TrioMassage Spray
The combination of the renowned GROHE 
Bokoma Spray and two GROHE Massage 
sprays gives you a head and shoulder 
massage in one combined spray. 

GRohe Bokoma Spray
Eight dynamic spray nozzles create  
a ‘breathing’ effect, recreating the 
tension-relieving sensation of a fingertip 
massage.

Pure Spray
The name says it all. A soft stream of pure 
water delivered from the centre of the 
shower head – reminiscent of a fresh, 
mountain spring. 

GRohe PureRain Spray 
The new and improved Rain Spray with 
larger and softer droplets for a more  
luxurious showering experience.*

* Available on all Rainshower® metal head showers including Euphoria XXL and Rainshower® systems with metal head showers.
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GROHE
DReAMSPRAY®

Innovative quality showers for luxurious revitalisation 
and wellbeing. GROHE’s DreamSpray® technology is at the 
heart of every GROHE shower. Boasting the absolute finest 
quality, it incorporates innovation that helps you to enjoy an 
unparalleled showering experience. 

The advanced shower engines inside the shower heads 
deliver the utmost precision and consistent water 
distribution to each individual nozzle. Whatever spray 
pattern you choose, for whatever your mood, you will  
be assured of sheer joy under the shower. 

Exciting innovations include the new and highly 
sophisticated GROHE Bokoma Spray: eight flexible  
nozzles create a ‘breathing‘ effect, imitating a relaxing 
fingertip massage. 

The new and improved GROHE PureRain Spray has 50% 
larger and softer droplets for a more luxurious showering 
experience.

GROHE Rain O2 technology infuses water drops with air for 
a fuller, richer shower spray. But there is more. Some of the 
latest GROHE showers offer the choice between the classic 
GROHE Rain Spray and GROHE Rain O2. This allows you to 
choose between a softer or more active jet at any time for 
every member of your family.  

The One-Click Showering spray selector gives you direct 
access to your preferred spray pattern. Never again will you 
have to twist the spray face or click through several patterns 
to reach the one you want. Just press the corresponding 
button and enjoy. 

With GROHE‘s DropStop function, head showers no longer 
drip after you have left the shower.

Together with our GROHE CoolTouch®, GROHE StarLight® 
and GROHE EcoJoy technologies, you will have an 
unsurpassable showering experience.

Simply choose between 
GROHE Rain Spray - the 
classic - or the air-infused 
GROHE Rain O2 Spray.

Enjoy the feeling of 
a fingertip massage 
with the innovative 
GROHE Bokoma Spray 
engine.

SpeedClean: a simple wipe  
of a finger is all you need  
to remove any limescale.  
The inner water guide 
protects against scalding  
and prolongs the life of  
the chrome surface. 

GROHE One-Click 
Showering: direct access  
to your preferred spray.

GRohe DreamSpray® shower innovations
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For maximum showering pleasure every day. To maximise 
showering comfort and enjoyment choose one of our feature-
packed shower systems. With a wide choice of designs, 
GROHE has the perfect system for your personal showering 
habits as well as for all styles of bathrooms. All our shower 
systems have GROHE DreamSpray® technology, which 
guarantees perfect water distribution to every nozzle, while  
the inner water guide ensures the outer surface is never too 
hot to touch.

For the ultimate experience, GROHE offers a Rainshower® 
system with adjustable body jets that delivers tailor-made 
showering to the whole family – whatever their height.

GROHE  
ShoweR  
SYSTeMS
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Choose your favourite – or upgrade! We’re sure you will 
find your favourite shower system among GROHE’s range. 
Start with good quality and comfort, and from there you 
can upgrade to a bigger shower head, an even more stylish 
design or a system that includes a GROHE CoolTouch® 
thermostat. 

Go FoR  
100% eNJoYMeNT.  
GuARAnTEED.

Go for the Good
High quality and comfort assured, the Go for 
the Good Tempesta and Euphoria systems 
include GROHE’s prestigious technologies, 
GROHE StarLight®, GROHE TurboStat® and 
GROHE SilkMove®. All showers are equipped  
with GROHE DreamSpray® technology for 
maximum enjoyment. Guaranteed. 

Go for Better 
As well as GROHE’s baseline technologies, the 
Go for Better Euphoria XXL luxury metal shower 
heads come with GROHE PureRain Spray and 
DropStop function to prevent after-dripping when 
closing the valve.  

Go for the Best
The ultimate in luxury, style and function, the 
Go for the Best Rainshower® range features 
XXL luxury metal shower heads with GROHE 
PureRain Spray and DropStop function and is 
designed to maximise enjoyment and style. 
The GROHE CoolTouch® thermostats eliminate 
the risk of scalding from hot chrome surfaces, 
ensuring greater comfort and safety.  

1 NEW GROHE PureRain Spray  //  2 GROHE DropStop function  //  3 GROHE CoolTouch® Thermostat Technology
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GRohe RAINShoweR®  
SMARTCoNTRoL
SHOWER SYSTEMS

XXL enjoyment & 100% Control - that‘s how you 
want to shower. You want to enjoy your favourite spray 
pattern – revitalizing or relaxing, stimulating or soothing 
– and you want to switch patterns easily. You want your 
shower at exactly the right temperature – whether tension-
busting hot, blood-pumping cold or just comfortably warm. 
And of course you’re conscious of using exactly the right 
amount of water that you need.

With the new GROHE Rainshower® SmartControl 360 shower 
system you’ll enjoy this personalised and luxurious showering 
experience every day. The new innovative controls offer 
direct intuitive spray-pattern selection with a personalised 
volume setting and memory function. Simply push to start 
and stop then turn to adjust the water flow.

The system also includes a Rainshower® 360mm head 
shower in lozenge shape that will cover your entire body.  
It‘s not just the ease of use. ultimate enjoyment is 
guaranteed with the new XXL head shower. And whether 
you prefer a refreshing tropical rainfall or a relaxing 
massage, your ideal spray is just a button-push away.

For product information and technical details please see page 264.
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GROHE 
RAINShoweR® 
SYSTeM

Bringing together the essential elements of a great 
shower. Luxurious, tailor-made showering from a single 
product. With a GROHE Rainshower® shower system, that’s 
exactly what you get.

Rainshower® systems bring together the essential elements 
of a great shower, plus a host of other benefi ts to enhance 
your comfort and pleasure. With a full metal Rainshower® 
head shower – from 210 mm to 400 mm diameter as well as 
Rainshower® Allure and Veris head showers – you will enjoy 
the luxurious wide GROHE PureRain Spray. You‘ll also get 
DropStop function to prevent after-dripping when closing 
the valve.

All of our Rainshower® thermostatic systems feature a 
GROHE CoolTouch® thermostat with a GROHE TurboStat® 
cartridge – designed with the world’s most sensitive 
thermometer in mind: your skin. The 450 mm shower arm 
swivels, while GROHE CoolTouch® prevents scalding and 
protects the GROHE StarLight® chrome surface.

Go for the Best – the ultimate in luxury, style and function 
maximises enjoyment while ensuring comfort and safety.

For product information and technical details please see page 265 and following.
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GROHE  
euPhoRIA XXL  
SYSTeM

XXL luxury metal head showers in round or square 
design. Equipped with the same GROHE technologies as 
GROHE Euphoria systems, GROHE Euphoria XXL systems 
feature in addition luxury metal head showers from 210 mm 
to 310 mm in diameter. GROHE PureRain Spray, the new  
and improved Rain Spray with even larger and softer droplets, 
makes for a luxurious showering experience. DropStop 
function prevents after-dripping when closing the valve.

GROHE Euphoria XXL shower systems are easily fixed to the 
wall and instantly add value to the bathroom both in functional 
and visual terms. The shower rail features GROHE CoolTouch® 
to prevent scalding and to protect the GROHE StarLight® 
chrome surface.

For a 100% Cubist bathroom go for GROHE Euphoria Cube 
XXL shower systems with 100% Cube showers and shower 
system.

Go for Better – XXL luxury metal head showers with 
GROHE PureRain Spray and DropStop function.

For product information and technical details please see page 267.
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GROHE  
euPhoRIA  
SYSTeM

Perfect proportions and consistent geometry. 
The Euphoria System is a combination of modern, 
contemporary design and functional excellence – uniting 
GROHE DreamSpray® and GROHE TurboStat® in one 
coordinated product.
 
The systems deliver all the benefits of a fully customized 
system, including a thermostat, head shower and hand 
shower. The head shower has a diameter of up to 190 
mm, can be swivelled to the optimum position and is 
supplemented by award-winning hand showers. Euphoria 
head and hand showers feature our luxurious Rain Spray, 
identified by extensive consumer research as the most  
used and appreciated of all available spray patterns. 
Euphoria Power&Soul® systems are equipped with the 
innovative Power&Soul® 190 showers which give you  
the choice between four single and seven additional  
unique mix sprays.
 
Go for the Good – high quality and comfort assured, 
including GROHE’s renowned technologies for maximum 
enjoyment. Guaranteed.

For product information and technical details please see page 268 and following.
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The perfect choice for modern, architectural 
bathrooms. With its crisp, cylindrical profile and distinctive 
bevelled detailing, the New Tempesta System is the perfect 
choice for modern, architectural bathrooms. Like all GROHE 
shower systems, it is easy to install and packed with great 
technology. The 160 mm head shower and 390 mm shower 
arm can be swivelled to create the perfect angle while the 
hand shower features two spray patterns – a rich Rain Spray 
and a vigorous Jet Spray. 

The shower rail features an inner water guide, and the 
thermostat‘s GROHE TurboStat® technology means you can 
take a luxurious shower secure in the knowledge the water 
will stay at the preselected temperature even if the water 
pressure changes.

Go for the Good – high quality and comfort assured, 
including GROHE’s renowned technologies for maximum 
enjoyment. Guaranteed.

GROHE  
New TeMPeSTA 
SYSTeM

For product information and technical details please see page 270.
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From head shower to luxurious shower system. Ideal 
for retrofit or renovation, the GROHE Retro-Fit Shower 
System transforms an existing head shower installation 
into a luxurious shower system with a head shower plus 
the added convenience of a hand shower – both featuring 
GROHE DreamSpray® technology, which guarantees  
perfect water distribution to every nozzle.

Mounted on a long horizontal 450 mm swivel shower arm 
and connected via a ball joint, the Euphoria 180 head shower 
can easily be positioned at the optimum angle. The Euphoria 
110 hand shower can be adjusted in height via the gliding 
element and features three spray patterns. 

The upgrade is quick and easy to install. Simply replace an 
existing shower arm – no need to change the tiles or alter 
any in-wall plumbing. 

Once installed, the GROHE Retro-Fit Shower System is also 
easy to use: six possible positions on the diverter allow you 
to choose your perfect setting for hand or head shower, 
mixed or Eco sprays.

A renovation upgrade without the renovation price tag.

GROHE  
ReTRo-FIT 
ShoweR SYSTeM

For product information and technical details please see page 271.
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360 degree shower enjoyment. Relaxation is easily 
customised with the GROHE Freehander shower system, 
which incorporates two shower heads into one height-
adjustable unit. Not only are the shower heads each 
equipped with multiple spray patterns, but the arm that 
supports them also pivots through 180 degrees, providing 
users with a variety of luxurious overhead shower and body 
spray possibilities. The outer shower heads rejuvenates with 
a choice of three spray patterns—Normal, Massage and 
water-saving Eco—while the inner shower heads is equipped 
with Normal and Massage Sprays and a Stop function. Both 
rotate 360 degrees and come with SpeedClean, as well as 
GROHE DreamSpray® technology.

Freehander offers a total of 18 spray combinations: nine  
with the arm in an elevated position and nine with it lowered. 
Once a position is selected, self-locking joints keep the arm 
in place. The arm mounts to the wall via concealed fittings, 
creating a clean look.

GROHE  
FReehANDeR

Thanks to its ingenious design, our GRohe Freehander can 
simply be turned from an overhead shower to a side shower.

For product information and technical details please see page 272.
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Make a statement with one of our designer hand 
showers. Shower technology has come on leaps and bounds 
in recent years. From entry-level models – which offer a single 
spray pattern – to extra-large hand showers complete with a 
choice of spray patterns, there’s a hand shower that will match 
both your personal and your bathroom‘s design requirements.
 
GROHE hand showers are the perfect balance of outstanding 
quality, cutting-edge technology and award-winning design. 
Not only do they deliver the perfect showering experience, 
their unique and inspiring designs are guaranteed to enhance 
your bathroom.

Water-saving features such as Eco buttons and SprayDimmer 
will help you to reduce your water consumption, while 
silicone nozzles help to prevent the build-up of limescale. 
GROHE EcoJoy showers illustrate our commitment to the 
environment and encourage water conservation every day.

GROHE  
hAND  
ShoweRS
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Probably the most innovative shower in the world. 
How do you like your shower? A refreshing burst of water 
to energise and stimulate in the morning – cleansing your 
body and awakening your mind. Or something a little more 
relaxing in the evening – soft, restorative air-infused bubbles 
that gently caress your skin?

GROHE Power&Soul® showers have been created with 
full appreciation of your moods and needs. Powered by 
GROHE DreamSpray® technology, four innovative spray 
patterns – GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Bokoma Spray and Jet 
– offer a choice of tempting experiences. And with the 
introduction of One-Click Showering, switching between 
and combining spray patterns has never been easier.

GROHE  
PoweR&SouL®
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GRohe Bokoma Spray
Eight dynamic spray nozzles 
create a ‘breathing’ effect, 
recreating the tension-
relieving sensation of  
a fingertip massage.

GRohe Jet Spray
A focused circular spray 
which delivers a refreshing 
burst of water. Ideal for 
stimulating the skin or simply 
cleaning the bathtub or 
shower.

FoR MAXIMuM VITALIZATIoN IN The MoRNING

enjoy the choice of innovation. Everyone’s idea  
of the perfect spray pattern is different, which is why 
GROHE Power&Soul® showers feature up to four different 
sprays. Revitalising or relaxing, stimulating or soothing, 
whichever sensation you’re searching for, we have a spray  
to match.

GROHE  
PoweR&SouL®

GRohe Rain Spray
Wide and luxurious – a soft, 
delicate pattern to soothe the 
skin. Mimicking summer rain, 
the spray provides full and 
even coverage.

GRohe Rain o2 Spray
A soft, smooth spray based 
on our original Rain spray. 
Air is drawn into the hand 
shower face and mixed with 
water for a wider and fuller 
spray.

... AND FoR ToTAL ReLAXATIoN IN The eVeNING

For product information and technical details please see page 274 and following.
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Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan Power&Soul®

Ø 115 mm Ø 115 mmØ 130 mm Ø 130 mmØ 160 mm Ø 160 mm

GROHE POWER&SOuL®
2 DeSIGNS IN 3 SIZeS
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GROHE POWER&SOuL®
NATuRAL CoLouRS

GROHE POWER&SOuL®
2 DeSIGNS IN 3 SIZeS

For product information and technical details please see page 278.
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The ultimate style statement. Offered in a palette of  
12 colours, the GROHE Rainshower® Icon Showers are
an easy and quick way to renovate a bathroom. They take 
the award-winning halo-shaped design of Rainshower® 
Icon to the next level. Why stick with convention when you 
can have a design that is truly inspirational? A design that 
challenges the norm and takes a fresh look at how people 
interact with their showers. Moreover, we’ve incorporated 
water-saving technology right at your fingertips so you can 
switch from the Rain Spray pattern to Smart Rain – the same 
exciting pattern but with a soft, reduced flow. It’s as simple 
as sliding the EcoButton on the handle to reduce water 
consumption by 40%.

GROHE RAInSHOWER®  
ICoN

GRohe Rainshower® Natural Colours

GRohe Rainshower® water Colours

For product information and technical details please see page 279 and following.
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GROHE RAInSHOWER®  
ICoN
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Colour and fun for the bathroom. A creative variant of the 
multiple award-winning, ring-shaped GROHE Rainshower® 
Icon hand shower, this florally inspired collection makes it 
perfectly easy to conjure up a cheerful atmosphere in your 
bathroom. With six fresh colour schemes to choose from,  
all preferences are catered for and there is a suitable model 
to accentuate any existing bathroom décor.

Whatever the floral arrangement, all Rainshower® Flower 
Collection models will pamper the skin with the same soft 
raindrops as all other Rainshower® variants benefiting from 
GROHE DreamSpray® technology. They also share the 
GROHE StarLight® chrome finish, which means that they  
will retain their sheen for many years.

Rainshower® Flower Collection – the perfect hand showers 
for all those who want to add a little colour and playfullness 
to their day.

GROHE RAInSHOWER®  
FLoweR

For product information and technical details please see page 281.
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GROHE RAInSHOWER®  
FLoweR
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For an unparalleled shower experience. The ergonomic 
design of the Euphoria hand shower features an extended 
handle that flows seamlessly into the spray face – surrounding 
it with an elegant ring of chrome. For an unparalleled shower 
experience, GROHE DreamSpray® distributes the water 
evenly to every nozzle, while a SprayDimmer reduces water 
consumption by up to 40 % with our SmartRain Spray. All 
Euphoria hand showers feature the popular and opulent Rain 
Spray pattern, which can be supplemented with SmartRain 
and a choice of a third spray: Massage or Champagne Spray.

GROHE 
euPhoRIA 110

Rain Spray
Wide and luxurious – a soft, delicate 
pattern to soothe the skin. Mimicking 
warm summer rain, the spray 
provides a full and even coverage.

SmartRain Spray
All the features and benefits of  
our authentic Rain Spray but with  
a reduced flow. A smart pattern  
that uses less water to deliver  
full showering enjoyment.

Massage Spray
A pulsating spray pattern for a 
stimulating massage. Gives the 
unique and invigorating all-over 
massage.

Champagne Spray
Enriched with air for bigger and 
softer water droplets. More air 
means that less water is required 
when using this fulfilling and  
gentle spray pattern.

For product information and technical details please see page 285 and following.
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3 design styles and up to 4 spray patterns. Hand 
and head showers come in a choice of Contemporary, 
Cosmopolitan or Authentic designs and up to four 
distinct sprays will enable you to fi nd your perfect spray 
pattern combination. For instant refreshment fi rst thing 
in the morning or gentle relaxation at the end of the day, 
GROHE DreamSpray® technology ensures maximum 
showering enjoyment.

NEW ! We have upgraded GROHE New Tempesta‘s Rain 
Spray so you get a better fuller spray, even at low fl ow 
or with low pressure. 

For every showering situation there is a GROHE New 
Tempesta.

GROHE
New TeMPeSTA 100

Rain Spray
Wide and luxurious – a 
soft, delicate pattern to 
soothe the skin. Mimicking 
summer rain, the spray 
provides full and even 
coverage.

Jet Spray
A focused circular spray 
which delivers a refreshing 
burst of water. Ideal 
for stimulating the skin 
or simply cleaning the 
bathtub or shower.

GRohe Rain o2 Spray
A soft, smooth spray based 
on our original Rain Spray. 
Air is drawn into the hand 
shower face and mixed 
with water for a wider and 
fuller spray.

Massage Spray 
A pulsating spray pattern 
for a stimulating massage.

New Tempesta 100 New Tempesta 
Rustic 100

New Tempesta 
Cosmopolitan 100

For product information and technical details please see page 292 and following.
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Minimalism is an ongoing trend in the bathroom. 
GROHE stick hand showers and shower sets are perfect  
for installing next to the bathtub, in a minimalist, tailor- 
made shower, or just as a shower set to enjoy a refreshing 
GROHE shower in today’s stylish bathrooms.

All GROHE hand showers feature an inner water guide that 
prevents the radiant GROHE StarLight® chrome finish from 
cracking and ensures it’s never too hot to handle. This is  
a real plus when using very hot water to clean the bath.

GROHE  
STICK  
ShoweRS

1 Euphoria Cube  //  2 Sena  //  3 Rainshower® Eco  //  4 Euphoria Cosmopolitan

1

2

For product information and technical details please see page 297 and following.
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4

3
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Round or square? Large or small? wall or ceiling-
mounted? GROHE head showers come in all shapes and 
sizes to match your design and budget requirements. All 
designs feature GROHE DreamSpray® technology for a 
luxurious full spray and unbeatable showering enjoyment, 
while SpeedClean shower nozzles prevent the build-up  
of limescale.

Available on all Rainshower® metal head showers, our new 
and improved GROHE PureRain Spray has 50% larger and 
softer droplets for a more luxurious showering experience. 
With GROHE DropStop function, head showers no longer 
drip after you have left the shower.

GROHE 
heAD  
ShoweRS
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GROHE HEAD SHOWERS
DIFFeReNT ShAPeS AND SIZeS

Rainshower® F-Series 10“ 254 mm x 254 mm

Rainshower® Veris 300 x 150 mm

For product information and technical details please see page 304 and following.
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Euphoria Cosmopolitan 160

Power&Soul® 190

Rainshower® 310

Euphoria Cube 150

Rainshower® Allure 230Rainshower® Allure 230
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Made in Germany. Manufactured in Lahr/Germany,  
New Tempesta-F trigger sprays combine modern timeless 
aesthetics with highest functionality. They are available 
in GROHE StarLight® chrome or white finish. The Inner 
WaterGuide protects the outer surface and SpeedClean 
nozzles on the removable spray face allow for easy cleaning. 
The extra-strong Silverflex hose with Twistfree functionality 
gives additional strength to the respective sets.
 
Our premium Sena trigger sprays feature a strong metal 
body in elegant minimalist design. The matching valve closes 
automatically, when the spray is put back into the holder.
 
To meet your requirements, trigger sprays can be purchased 
individually or as part of a shower set – with or without a valve.

GROHE  
TRIGGeR  
SPRAYS

For product information and technical details please see page 312 and following.
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GROHE 
ONliNe

All the information you need. Have you found the fitting 
you want, but need more detailed information? Simply look 
up your favourite products on our website and find the 
answers to your questions and where to find your nearest 
GROHE showroom so you can touch, test or purchase 
the products.

A source of inspiration
Image galleries provide inspiration for modern bathroom 
design with GROHE faucets and showers. Picture bars 
crosslink to relevant articles and products.

Responsive web design
See every page optimized to whatever 
tablet, smartphone or PC you are using.
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intuitive product navigation
Use the smart-search function or 
browse by category and use the 
filters to navigate easily through 

our complete catalogue.

Gallery
Image galleries will act 
as mood boards to fire 

your imagination.

Collection page
Attractively designed collection pages with large image 
galleries inspire users to create and update their own 
bathrooms and kitchens.
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Product information
Clearly structured product information pages provide  
access to all information you need – like description,  
technical documents, drawings or spare part list.

My Notepad
Save your favorites and create 
your own catalogue as PDF file.
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Search by product range
Pre-select by desired product range 
to see only those showrooms which 

have your selected products on 
display.

Get in contact with the showroom
Use the embedded form to send  

a request directly to the showroom. 
You can also calculate a route or print 

the contact details.

See all showrooms
Only approved showrooms are listed 
on our website – so you can be sure 

to find the right partner near you.

Showroom locator
Here you will find your nearest 
showrooms. Simply enter your 
town or postcode in the search 

box or navigate with the map.
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GROHE 
beStMAtCh

For many years GROHE has offered a wide range of taps and 
mixers in different designs. Now GROHE offers an additional 
comfortable advantage: choice of sizes.

Our choice of sizes has never been greater, offering faucet 
heights from XS to XL in our most popular ranges. GROHE 
puts the luxury of choice in your hands.
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GROhe bestMatch. GROHE now 
makes it easier than ever for you to find 
the perfect combination of washbasin 
and faucet – with the GROHE BestMatch 
website and app for iOS & Android. 
Regardless of whether you are looking 
for a washbasin to fit your desired 
GROHE faucet, or an exclusive GROHE 
faucet for your washbasin, with 
GROHE BestMatch you’re guaranteed 
to find just the right combination.
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GROHE  
beStMAtCh

Choice made simple. At GROHE our Masters of Technology 
and team of designers are tireless in their endeavours to 
expand our range, meaning that GROHE‘s selection of designs, 
materials, sizes and technical features is almost infinite. The 
result can be a difficult question: how to be certain that 
your preferred product matches and works perfectly with 
your chosen sanitaryware? Now there is an instant answer. 
The GROHE BestMatch online tool, which you can use as a 
website or app, instantly provides you with all the information 
you need to match ceramics and faucet by design, comfort 
and waterflow. Quick as a flash it finds the best faucet and 
washbasin option from more than 3.500 combinations tested  
in the GROHE laboratory – in other words, the best match. 

About Good and Perfect interaction. Do you not only want 
a combination of washbasin and fitting, but also a perfectly 
matched complete bath solution? No problem: In addition 
to the test criteria of ‘design,’ ‘comfort’ and ‘water flow’, the 
new criterion ‘completeness’ considers the complete GROHE 
product portfolio, which was matched to fit 100% by the 
GROHE in-house design team. Only those combinations which 
have achieved three stars in the category ‘completeness’ may 
be designated a PerfectMatch. Whether washbasin, fitting, 
shower solution or accessory, everything here is a perfect 
match. From now on, it will be particularly easy to find a 
complete bathroom solution thanks to GROHE PerfectMatch. 
Harmony between technology, appearance and style are 
guaranteed.

Enjoy the pure anticipation of water: your own personal 
dream bathroom is only a few pages and clicks away:
www.grohe.com/bestmatch

DOWNLOAD FREE AT – 

GROhe.COM/beStMAtCh

Apple, the Apple logo, iPad, and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple 
Inc. Google Play is a trademark of Google Inc.
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FiND YOUR PeRFeCt COMbiNAtiON
WITH THE GROHE BESTMATCH APP
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GROHe SPALet 186

Grohe Sensia® AreNA 190
Grohe Sensia® IGS 191

GROHe FAUCetS 192

Grohe eurocube 194
Grohe eurocube Joy 196
Grohe essence 200
Grohe eurodisc Joy 204
Grohe eurostyle 208
Grohe eurosmart 214
Grohe Quadra 218
Grohe Lineare 221
Grohe europlus 224
Grohe eurodisc Cosmopolitan 226
Grohe Concetto 229
Grohe eurostyle Cosmopolitan 232

GROHe ACCeSSORieS 238

Grohe essentials 240
Grohe essentials Cube 244

GROHe tHeRmOStAtS 248

Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan 250
Grohtherm Cube 254
Grohtherm 2000  256
Grohtherm 1000 258
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan  260

GROHe SHOweRS 262

Grohe rainshower® SmartControl System 264
Grohe rainshower® System 265
Grohe euphoria XXL System 267
Grohe euphoria System 268
Grohe New Tempesta System 270
Grohe retro-Fit System 271
Grohe Freehander 272
Grohe Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 274
Grohe Power&Soul®  276
Grohe Power&Soul® Natural Colours 278
Grohe rainshower® Natural Colours 279
Grohe rainshower® Water Colours 280
Grohe rainshower® Flower 281
Grohe rainshower® Next Generation 282
Grohe euphoria 110 285
Grohe New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 288
Grohe New Tempesta 100 292
Grohe New Tempesta rustic 100 296
Grohe Sena Stick 297
Grohe euphoria Cube+ Stick 298
Grohe euphoria Cube Stick 300
Grohe euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick 302
Grohe head Showers 304
Grohe head Shower Bundles 310
Grohe Sena Trigger Sprays 312
Grohe Trigger Sprays 313
Grohe Shower Accessories 314
Grohe Shower rails 316
Grohe Shower Arms 318
Grohe Shower hoses 320
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GROHe SPALet 186

Grohe Sensia® AreNA 190
Grohe Sensia® IGS 191

GROHe FAUCetS 192

GROHe ACCeSSORieS 238

GROHe tHeRmOStAtS 248

GROHe SHOweRS 262
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GROHe SenSiA® –
TeChNICAL overvIeW

1. Complete skin care

Grohe SkinClean • • •

Lady Shower • • •

Twin Shower arm • •

rear Spray • •

rear soft Spray • • •

oscillating Spray • • •

Massage Spray • • •
Adjustable water  
temperature • • •

Adjustable spray pressure • • •

Adjustable shower arm • • •
Unlimited warm  
Water supply  • •

2. Ultimate toilet hygiene

PlasmaCluster •

AquaCeramic • •

Grohe hygieneClean • •
Grohe PowerFlush
Triple vortex • •
rimless toilet  
bowl design • •

Descaling programme •

Thermal cleaning •

Grohe Sensia®
Arena  
wall-mounted

Grohe Sensia®
IGS
wall-mounted

Grohe Sensia®
Arena  
floor-mounted
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3. Best personal comfort

Air dryer • • •
odor absorption 

• • •

Night lighting • • •

heated seat •
Automatic open and close 
Seat and Lid • •

Automatic flush •2 •

Sound module •

Side control panel • •

remote control • • •

User profile memory •3 •3 •
Smart phone APP  
Android / IoS • •

Low energy stand-by • • •

1only lid  |  2optional parts 46 944 000  |  3Smart phone App only

2. Ultimate toilet hygiene

Automatic cleaning • • •

exchangable spray head • • •

Anti-bacterial nozzle guard • •

Anti-bacterial spray nozzle • •

Quick release seat lid •1 •1 •

Grohe Sensia®
Arena  
wall-mounted

Grohe Sensia®
Arena  
floor-mounted

Grohe Sensia®
IGS
wall-mounted
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GROHe 
HygieneClean

GROHe 
SkinClean

GROHe 
PowerFlush

39 354 SH0 
Sensia® Arena shower toilet
wall-mounted

39 355 SH0
Sensia® Arena shower toilet 
floor-mounted

Grohe SeNSIA® AreNA
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GROHe 
SkinClean

GROHe 
Digital®

39 111 SH0 
Sensia® IGS shower toilet 
wall-mounted

39 111 LP0 
Sensia® IGS shower toilet 
wall-mounted

39 111 LD0 
Sensia® IGS shower toilet 
wall-mounted

39 111 LK0
Sensia® IGS shower toilet 
wall-mounted

Grohe SeNSIA® IGS
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GROHe sPaLet 186

GROHe Faucets 192

Grohe eurocube 194
Grohe eurocube Joy 196
Grohe essence 200
Grohe eurodisc Joy 204
Grohe eurostyle 208
Grohe eurosmart 214
Grohe Quadra 218
Grohe Lineare 221
Grohe europlus 224
Grohe eurodisc Cosmopolitan 226
Grohe Concetto 229
Grohe eurostyle Cosmopolitan 232
Grohe eurosmart Cosmopolitan 235

GROHe accessORies 238

GROHe tHeRmOstats 248

GROHe sHOweRs 262
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GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

Grohe euroCube

s-sizeXs-size m-size L-size XL-size

Bidet

GROHe 
silkmove® es

23 137 000 
XS-Size  
Pillar tap

23 445 000 
M-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 446 000
smooth body

23 127 00e 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
23 132 00e
smooth body

23 406 000 
XL-Size  
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins

20 351 000
M-Size  
3-hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

23 138 000 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

GROHe 
QuickFix®

XS s M L XLXs S M L XL

XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S M L XL XS S m L XL

19 895 000 + 23 200 000 
M-Size basin mixer wall mounted 171 mm
+ separate concealed body 
23 447 000 + 23 200 000  
L-Size basin mixer wall mounted 231 mm
+ separate concealed body

XS S m L XL

wasHBasin
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19 966 000 
3-hole bath combination
for use with Talentofill  
(28 990 000 / 28 991 000)

23 145 000 
Shower mixer

19 897 000
4-hole bath combination

23 672 000
+ 45 984 001 / 29 038 001 / 29 086 001
bath/shower mixer
floor mounted
+ separate concealed body

19 898 000 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR

23 140 000
bath/shower mixer

23 141 000 
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

19 896 000 + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

NeW
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GROHe 
Feathercontrol

GROHe 
starLight®

wasHBasin

Bidet

23 657 000 
M-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 658 000
smooth body

23 654 000 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
23 656 000
smooth body

23 661 000 
XL-Size  
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins 
smooth body

23 664 000 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL XS S M L XL

19 997 000 + 23 429 000 
M-Size basin mixer wall mounted 171 mm
+ separate concealed body 
19 998 000 + 23 429 000 
L-Size basin mixer wall mounted 231 mm
+ separate concealed body

XS S m L XL

GROHe 
QuickFix®

s-size m-size L-size XL-size

22 012 000
Cube angle valve

40 565 000 
Cube push-open waste set

40 564 000 
Cube bottle trap

GROHe 
ecoJoy

Grohe euroCube Joy
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23 667 000  
+ 45 984 001 / 29 038 001 / 29 086 001 
bath/shower mixer  
floor mounted
+ separate concealed body

23 665 000
Shower mixer

BatH & sHOweR

23 666 000
bath/shower mixer

13 304 000 
with diverter  

13 303 000 
bath spout 

19 898 000 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

19 896 000 + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

NeW
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Grohe euroCube

tHeRmOstats

34 497 000 
Grohtherm Cube
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

34 488 000
Grohtherm Cube
Thermostatic shower mixer

sHOweRs

23 147 001 
euphoria Cube XXL  
Shower System 230 
with eurocube single-lever mixer 
rainshower® Allure  
head shower 230x230 mm

26 087 000 
euphoria Cube XXL  
Shower System 230 
with Grohtherm Cube thermostat 
rainshower® Allure  
head shower 230x230 mm

27 700 000 
euphoria Cube
Shower set 900 mm
27 936 000 
Shower rail 600 mm

19 959 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm Cube
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body
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accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
cube please see page 242

19 910 000
+ 29 800 000 / 29 802 000 / 29 805 000 
Concealed valve
+ separate concealed body ½” / ¾” / 1”

19 958 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm Cube
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

27 702 000 
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower Cube Stick 
non-adjustable wall holder
27 703 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

26 370 000 
euphoria Cube
Shower outlet elbow  
with integrated hand shower holder

NeW

27 704 000
euphoria Cube 
Shower outlet elbow

27 693 000
euphoria Cube 
Wall hand shower holder

27 705 000 
euphoria Cube 150 
head shower 
Spray pattern: rain 
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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23 590 001 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
smooth body

23 591 001 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

32 628 001
L-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 541 001
smooth body

23 462 001
M-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 480 001  
retractable chain
23 463 001  
smooth body

32 898 001 
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
34 294 001  
smooth body
32 899 001  
retractable chain

23 379 001 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS

32 901 001 
XL-Size
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins 

XS s M L XL XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S m L XL XS S M L XL

XS S M L XL

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

s-size m-size L-size XL-size

20 296 001
M-Size
3-hole basin mixer low spout
with pop-up waste set

wasHBasin

19 408 001 + 32 635 000
M-Size basin mixer wall mounted 180 mm
+ separate concealed body
19 967 001 + 32 635 000
L-Size basin mixer wall mounted 230 mm
+ separate concealed body

XS S m L XL

GROHe 
silkmove® es

Grohe eSSeNCe
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32 935 001 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set
32 934 001
retractable chain

XS s M L XL

Bidet

19 578 001 
4-hole bath combination

19 976 001 
3-hole bath combination
for use with Talentofill
(28 990 000 / 28 991 000)

BatH & sHOweR

33 636 001
Shower mixer

19 286 001 + 35 501 000
Shower trimset
+ separate concealed body

33 628 001 
bath/shower mixer
with shower set

33 624 001 
bath/shower mixer

19 285 001 + 35 501 000
bath/shower trimset
+ separate concealed body

NeW
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19 467 000 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 3000
Thermostatic shower mixer trimset
+ separate concealed body

19 468 000 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 3000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

tHeRmOstats BatH & sHOweR

23 491 001 
+ 45 984 001 / 29 038 001 / 29 086 001
Floormounted bath/shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

34 274 000 
Grohtherm 3000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 276 000 
Grohtherm 3000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

Grohe eSSeNCe
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26 056 000
ranshower® head shower set 310
projection 380 mm 
Spray pattern: rain

27 368 000 
Shower set 
euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick

27 367 000 
euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick 
1 spray pattern: Normal 
27 400 000 
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 369 000 
euphoria shower wall holder set 
with hand shower  
Cosmopolitan Stick 
non-adjustable wall holder 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

sHOweRs

27 074 000
rainshower® wall hand shower holder 
round escutcheon, non-adjustable
27 057 000
rainshower® shower outlet elbow 
round escutcheon

38 862 000 
Skate  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

wcaccessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

NeW
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Grohe eurodiSC Joy

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

23 425 000 / 23 425 Ls0
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

19 968 000 / 19 968 Ls0 / + 23 429 000
M-Size  
2-hole basin mixer
wall mounted 170 mm
+ separate concealed body

19 969 000 / 19 969 Ls0 + 23 429 000
L-Size  
2-hole basin mixer
wall mounted 230 mm
+ separate concealed body

24 036 000 
S-Size 
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

23 427 000 / 23 427 Ls0 
M-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

23 428 000 / 23 428 Ls0
XL-Size 
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins

XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S M L XL

XS S M L XL

colour options:   000/002 i StarLight Chrome  |      LS0/LS2  i  Moon White

wasHBasin

Bidet

s-size m-size XL-sizeGROHe 
QuickFix®
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23 430 000 / 23 430 Ls0
Shower mixer

23 431 000 / 23 431 Ls0 
bath/shower mixer

19 549 002 / 19 549 Ls2 + 35 501 000
Shower mixer trimset
+ separate concealed body

19 548 002 / 19 548 Ls2 + 35 501 000
bath mixer trimset
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR

19 467 000 / 19 467 Ls0 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 3000  
single function thermostat trimset
+ separate concealed body

19 468 000 / 19 468 Ls0 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 3000  
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

tHeRmOstats 

NeW
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Grohe eurodiSC Joy

colour options:   000 i StarLight Chrome  |      LS0  i  Moon White

28 368 000 / 28 368 Ls0
head shower  
rainshower® Cosmopolitan 210

27 764 000 / 27 764 Ls0
head shower 
Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 190

27 470 000 / 27 470 Ls0
head shower 
rainshower® Veris 300

sHOweRs

26 171 000 / 26 171 Ls0
head shower set rainshower® 210  
450 mm

26 053 000 / 26 053 Ls0 
head shower set ceiling rainshower® 210  
142 mm 

26 172 000 / 26 172 Ls0
head shower set Power&Soul®  
Cosmopolitan 450 mm 

26 173 000 / 26 173 Ls0 
head shower set ceiling Power&Soul®  
Cosmopolitan 142 mm

26 170 000 / 26 170 Ls0
head shower set rainshower® Veris  
450 mm

26 059 000 / 26 059 Ls0 
head shower set ceiling rainshower® Veris  
142 mm
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27 663 000 / 27 663 Ls0 
Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 130
hand shower 4+ sprays

26 174 000 / 26 174 Ls0
Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 130
Wall holder set 4+ sprays

27 057 000 / 27 057 Ls0
rainshower® shower outlet elbow
27 074 000 / 27 074 Ls0
rainshower® wall holder

26 146 000 / 26 146 Ls0 
Shower arm 422 mm
28 724 000 / 28 724 Ls0 
Shower arm ceiling 142 mm

38 844 000 
Arena Cosmopolitan 
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

wcaccessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

NeW
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Grohe euroSTyLe iN MooN WhiTe

Bidet

23 374 Ls3 / 23 709 Ls3* 
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS

23 569 Ls3 / 23 718 Ls3* 
L-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

33 558 Ls3 / 23 707 Ls3* 
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

23 570 Ls3 / 23 719 Ls3* 
XL-Size  
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins
smooth body

19 571 Ls3 / 29 097 Ls3* 
M-Size 
basin mixer  
wall mounted 200 mm 
 

33 565 Ls3 / 23 720 Ls3* 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

XS s M L XL

XS S M L XL XS S M L XL

wasHBasin 

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

GROHe 
silkmove® es

s-size

XS s M L XL XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL

Loop lever * solid lever

cHOOse yOuR  
LeveR desiGn

L-size XL-size
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33 590 Ls3 / 23 722 Ls3* 
Shower mixer

33 591 Ls3 / 23 726 Ls3*
bath/shower mixer

19 507 Ls3 / 29 098 Ls3* + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

19 506 Ls3 / 29 099 Ls3* + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR

NeW
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Grohe euroSTyLe iN ChroMe

Bidet

23 564 003 / 23 708 003* 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
with Grohe Zero
23 566 003 / 23 714 003*  
retractable chain
23 567 003 / 23 716 003* 
smooth body

23 374 003 / 23 709 003* 
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS

23 569 003 / 23 718 003* 
L-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

33 558 003 / 23 707 003* 
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
33 557 003 / 23 713 003*  
retractable chain
32 468 003 / 23 715 003* 
smooth body

23 570 003 / 23 719 003* 
XL-Size  
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins
smooth body

19 571 003 / 29 097 003* 
M-Size 
basin mixer  
wall mounted 200 mm 
 

33 565 003 / 23 720 003* 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set
33 566 003 / 23 721 003*
retractable chain

XS s M L XL

XS S M L XL XS S M L XL

wasHBasin

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
Zero

GROHe 
starLight®

GROHe 
silkmove® es

s-size

XS s M L XL XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL

Loop lever * solid lever

cHOOse yOuR  
LeveR desiGn

L-size XL-size
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33 590 003 / 23 722 003* 
Shower mixer

33 591 003 / 23 726 003*
bath/shower mixer

19 507 003 / 29 098 003* + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

19 506 003 / 29 099 003* + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

33 592 003 / 23 729 003* 
bath/shower mixer
with shower set

BatH & sHOweR

NeW
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Grohe euroSTyLe

sHOweR

34 143 003 
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 155 003 
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

tHeRmOstats 

19 986 000 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic bath mixer 
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

27 796 000
New Tempesta 100 
Shower set with hand shower 3-spray 
rail 900 mm 
27 794 000 
rail 600 mm 

19 984 000 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body
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38 505 000 
Skate Air
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

wc

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

28 576 000
Shower arm

26 164 000
New Tempesta 100
Wall holder set 2 sprays

28 671 000
Shower outlet elbow
28 605 000
Wall hand shower holder

27 606 000
head shower 100 
4 sprays

22 037 000
Angle valve
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GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

XS s M L XL

33 265 002
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
33 188 002  
retractable chain
32 467 002  
smooth body

23 588 000  
bundle consisting of
S-Size
basin mixer
and 2 angle valves

XS S m L XL XS S M L XL

23 322 001
M-Size 
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 323 001  
retractable chain  
23 324 001  
smooth body

23 537 002
L-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

s-size m-size L-size

wasHBasin

Bidet

32 929 002
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set
32 927 002
retractable chain

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

GROHe 
silkmove® es

GROHe 
QuickFix®

Grohe euroSMArT
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33 302 002 
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

33 300 002
bath/shower mixer

19 450 002 + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

33 555 002
Shower mixer 

19 451 002 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR

NeW
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tHeRmOstats sHOweRs

34 143 003
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 155 003
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 984 000 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

27 646 000
New Tempesta 100 
Shower set with hand shower 2-spray 
rail 900 mm 
27 598 000 
rail 600 mm

Grohe euroSMArT

19 986 000 + 35 500 000
Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic bath mixer 
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body
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sHOweR accessORies

38 505 000 
Skate Air
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

wcaccessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

26 164 000
Shower wall holder set 
with hand shower 

28 605 000
Wall hand shower holder

27 606 000
head shower 100 
4 sprays
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GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

Xs S M L XL XS S m L XL

Grohe QuAdrA

23 441 000 
M-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

32 632 000
XS-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

32 631 00e 
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set

XS S M L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S M L XL

23 297 000 
L-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

19 479 000 + 32 635 000 
M-Size basin mixer wall mounted 153 mm
+ separate concealed body
23 442 000 + 32 635 000
L-Size basin mixer wall mounted 215 mm
+ separate concealed body

20 306 000 
M-Size  
3-hole basin mixer low spout
with pop-up waste set

20 307 000  
L-Size  
3-hole basin mixer high spout
with pop-up waste set

Xs-size s-size m-size L-size XL-size

wasHBasin

Bidet

32 636 000 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

XS S M L XL

23 404 000 
XL-Size  
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins 

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

GROHe 
QuickFix®
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19 579 000 
4-hole bath combination

32 639 000 
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

32 638 000 
bath/shower mixer

19 456 000 + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

32 637 000 
Shower mixer 

19 455 000 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR
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34 276 000 
Grohtherm 3000  
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

27 469 000 
Shower system rainshower® F-Series 10“ 
with thermostat 
hand shower Sena Stick 
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

19 567 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

34 274 000 
Grohtherm 3000  
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 568 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

38 732 000 
Skate Cosmopolitan  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

Grohe QuAdrA

wc

tHeRmOstats sHOweRs

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238
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GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

XS s M L XL XS S m L XL

XS S m L XL

Grohe LiNeAre

23 443 000 
M-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

32 109 000  
XS-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

32 114 000  
S-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

XS S m L XL XS S M L XL XS s M L XL

20 304 000 
M-Size  
3-hole basin mixer low spout
with pop-up waste set

20 305 000 
L-Size  
3-hole basin mixer high spout
with pop-up waste set

33 848 000 
S-Size  
bidet Mixer
with pop-up waste set 

XS S M L XLXS S M L XL

23 296 000 
L-Size  
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

23 405 000 
XL-Size  
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins

19 409 000 + 32 635 000
M-Size basin mixer wall mounted 153 mm
+ separate concealed body 
23 444 000 + 32 635 000
L-Size basin mixer wall mounted 215 mm
+ separate concealed body

Xs S M L XL

Xs-size s-size m-size L-size XL-size

wasHBasin

Bidet

sHOweRs

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
QuickFix®
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19 577 000
4-hole bath combination 

19 965 000
3-hole bath combination 
for use with Talentofill 
(28 990 000 / 28 991 000)

33 850 000 

bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

33 849 000 
bath/shower mixer

19 297 000  + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

Grohe LiNeAre

33 865 000 
Shower mixer

19 296 000 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR
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34 276 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 468 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set  
+ separate concealed body

28 347 000 
Sena 
shower set
900 mm
28 581 000
Shower rail 600 mm

34 274 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 467 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

38 732 000 
Skate Cosmopolitan  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

wc

tHeRmOstats sHOweRs

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238
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GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
starLight®

33 547 002 
bath/shower mixer
with shower set 

33 553 002
bath/shower mixer

19 536 002 + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

Grohe euroPLuS

33 156 002 
XS-Size 
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

XS S m L XLXS S M L XL

32 618 002 
XL-Size 
basin mixer  
for freestanding basins
with pop-up waste set

20 301 000 
M-Size 
3-hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

33 241 002 
S-Size 
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

33 577 002 
Shower mixer

19 537 002 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

XS s M L XL

Xs S M L XL

Xs-size s-size XL-size

BatH & sHOweR

wasHBasin

Bidet
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38 505 000
Skate Air  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

34 276 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 468 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

27 226 001 
euphoria 110 
Shower set  
with hand shower Champagne 
rail 900 mm 
Grohe easyreach tray 
27 231 001 
Shower rail 600 mm

34 274 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 467 000 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 3000 
Thermostatic shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

wc

tHeRmOstats sHOweRs
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NeW

NeW

33 244 002
S-Size 
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
silkmove® es

GROHe 
starLight®

20 214 002
M-Size 
3-hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

19 574 002
4-hole bath combination

Grohe eurodiSC CoSMoPoLiTAN

23 049 002
S-Size 
basin mixer, slim
with pop-up waste set

23 051 002
XS-Size 
Pillar tap

23 384 20e
S-Size 
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS
23 382 20e
smooth body

23 432 000  
XL-Size  
basin mixer 
for freestanding basins

19 573 002 + 32 635 000
M-Size basin mixer wall mounted 171 mm  
+ separate concealed body
19 974 002 + 32 635 000
L-Size basin wall mounted mixer 225 mm
+ separate concealed body

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

Xs S M L XL XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S m L XLXS S M L XL

Xs-size s-size m-size L-size XL-size

BatH & 
sHOweR

13 278 002 
bath spout 
13 279 002 
with diverter  

wasHBasin

Bidet
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NeWXS s M L XL XS S m L XL

33 190 002
S-Size 
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
33 190 20e
with Grohe ecoJoy

23 448 002
M-Size 
basin mixer  
with pop-up waste set
23 449 002
smooth body

23 054 002
L-Size 
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set
and swivel spout

33 395 002 
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

33 390 002 
bath/shower mixer

19 548 002 + 35 501 000
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

33 569 002
Shower mixer

19 549 002 + 35 501 000
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

XS S M L XL
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34 464 001 
Grohtherm 2000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with Grohe easyreach tray

19 355 001 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 2000 
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

23 058 003
Shower system 210 
with eurodisc Cosmopolitan single-lever mixer 
euphoria Cosmopolitan hand shower stick, 
9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe eurodiSC CoSMoPoLiTAN

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

19 354 001 + 35 500 000 
Grohtherm 2000 
Thermostatic shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

wc

tHeRmOstats sHOweRs

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238
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19 575 001 + 32 635 000 
M-Size 
basin mixer  
wall mounted 147 mm
+ separate concealed body

20 216 001 
L-Size  
3-hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

32 208 001 
S-Size  
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set 

Grohe CoNCeTTo

23 380 10e  
S-Size  
basin mixer 
with Grohe SilkMove® eS
23 381 10e
retractable chain
23 385 10e
smooth body

32 240 10e 
S-Size  
basin mixer
smooth body

32 207 001 
XS-Size 
Pillar tap 

23 450 001 
M-Size 
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 451 001 
smooth body

32 629 001 
L-Size 
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set 
and swivel spout

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
silkmove® es

GROHe 
starLight®

XS s M L XL

XS S m L XL XS S M L XL

XS s M L XLXs S M L XL

XS S m L XL

XS S M L XL XS s M L XL

wasHBasin

Bidet

sHOweRs

Xs-size s-size m-size L-size
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32 211 001 
bath/shower mixer

32 212 001 
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

Grohe CoNCeTTo

32 210 001
Shower mixer

19 346 001 + 35 501 000 
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

19 345 001 + 35 501 000 
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

BatH & sHOweR
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19 576 001 
4-hole bath combination

13 280 001 
bath spout
13 281 001 
with diverter

38 765 000  
Nova Cosmopolitan  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

34 215 002 
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

23 061 001
Shower system 180  
with Concetto single-lever mixer 
euphoria Cosmopolitan hand shower stick 
9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy

34 065 002 
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan 
Thermostatic shower mixer

wc

tHeRmOstats sHOweRs

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

NeW

NeW
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19 571 002 + 32 635 000
M-Size 
basin mixer 
wall mounted 171 mm
+ separate concealed body

33 565 002 
S-Size 
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set

33 592 002 
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set 

Grohe euroSTyLe CoSMoPoLiTAN

32 468 20e 
S-Size basin mixer
smooth body

23 039 002 
XS-Size 
Pillar tap 

23 373 20e
S-Size 
basin mixer
smooth body
and Grohe SilkMove® eS

23 043 002  
L-Size 
basin mixer 
with pop-up waste set 
and swivel spout

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
silkmove® es

GROHe 
starLight®

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XL

XS s M L XLXs S M L XL

XS S M L XL

XS S m L XL

BatH & sHOweR

wasHBasin

Bidet

Xs-size s-size L-size

20 208 002 
M-Size 
3-hole basin mixer  
with pop-up waste set

XS S m L XL
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33 590 002 + 18 383 002
Shower mixer with tray

19 507 002 + 35 501 000
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

23 048 002
4-hole bath combination

33 591 002
bath/shower mixer

19 506 002 + 35 501 000
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

13 276 002 
bath spout
13 277 002 
with diverter
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34 065 002 
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan 
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 215 002 
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

27 789 001 
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100  
Shower set 900 mm 
27 928 001 
Shower rail 600 mm

Grohe euroSTyLe CoSMoPoLiTAN

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

wc

tHeRmOstats sHOweRs

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

NeW

NeW
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32 830 000 
L-Size 
basin mixer
with pop-up waste set 
and swivel spout

19 381 000 + 32 635 000 
M-Size 
basin mixer 
wall mounted 170 mm
+ separate concealed body

20 187 000 
M-Size 
3-hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste set

Grohe euroSMArT CoSMoPoLiTAN

32 825 00e 
S-Size basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
32 827 00e 
retractable chain
32 824 000 
smooth body

23 377 00e  
S-Size basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS
23 378 00e 
retractable chain
23 376 00e 
smooth body

23 325 000 
M-Size basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
23 326 000 
retractable chain
23 327 000 
smooth body

23 396 00e 
M-Size basin mixer
with pop-up waste set
and Grohe SilkMove® eS
23 397 00e 
retractable chain
23 398 00e 
smooth body

GROHe 
QuickFix®

GROHe 
ecoJoy

GROHe 
silkmove®

GROHe 
silkmove® es

GROHe 
starLight®

XS s M L XL XS s M L XL XS S m L XL

XS S m L XL XS S M L XL XS S m L XL

XS S m L XL

wasHBasin

s-size m-size L-size

36 327 001 
eurosmart Cosmopolitan e 
infrared electronic basin mixer  
with mixing device and adjustable 
temperature limiter 6V Lithium-battery

32 839 000 
S-Size 
bidet mixer
with pop-up waste set
32 840 000
rectractable chain

XS s M L XL

Bidet
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32 832 000
bath/shower mixer  
with shower set

13 261 000 
bath spout 
13 262 000 
with diverter  

Grohe euroSMArT CoSMoPoLiTAN

19 382 000 + 35 501 000
bath/shower trim set
+ separate concealed bodya

32 831 000 
bath/shower mixer

34 215 002 
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 383 000 + 35 501 000
Shower trim set
+ separate concealed body

32 837 000 + 18 349 000 
Shower mixer with tray

34 065 002 
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan 
Thermostatic shower mixer

BatH & sHOweR

tHeRmOstats 

NeW NeW
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38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan  
Wall plate for dual flush
use with Grohe concealed WC cisterns

27 922 000 
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 160  
Shower System

wc

sHOweRs

accessORies

matching accessories essentials 
please see page 238

27 594 000
hand shower holder

28 626 000
Shower outlet elbow 

27 789 001 
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100  
Shower set 900 mm 
27 928 001 
Shower rail 600 mm
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GroHe sPaLeT 186

GroHe FaUceTs 192

GroHe accessories 238

Grohe essentials 240
Grohe essentials Cube 244

GroHe THermosTaTs 248

GroHe sHowers 262
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Grohe essentials

GroHe 
starLight®

40 444 001
Consists of holder + soap dish

40 447 001 
Consists of holder + Crystal glass

40 372 001
Crystal glass

40 394 001
soap dispenser

40 448 001 
Consists of holder + soap dispenser

40 369 001 
holder for Glass, soap dish  
or soap dispenser

40 368 001
soap dish
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neW

neW

40 365 001 
towel ring

40 366 001 
towel rail 600 mm
40 386 001 
towel rail 800 mm
40 688 001 
towel rail 450 mm

40 371 001 
Double towel bar 

 

40 421 001 
Grip bar 295 mm
40 793 001 
Grip bar 450 mm  
40 794 001 
Grip bar 600 mm 
40 795 001 
Grip bar 914 mm
40 796 001 
Grip bar 1066 mm

40 797 001 
Grip bar l-shaped 940x680 mm

 

40 800 001
Multi-towel rack 550 mm

40 799 001
Glass shelf 380 mm

40 364 001 
robe hook

40 802 001
Double towel rail 600 mm

neW neW

neW

neW

neW

neW

neW

neW
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Grohe essentials

GroHe 
starLight®

40 791 001 
toilet brush without stick, white
40 791 Ks1
toilet brush without stick, black

 

40 367 001
toilet paper holder
40 689 001 
without cover

40 385 001 
spare toilet paper holder

40 374 001 
toilet brush set
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neW neW

neW

neW

40 407 001 
City restroom accessories set 
Consists of 40 364 001 + 40 367 001 
+ 40 374 001

40 775 001 
Guest Bathroom accessories set 
Consists of 40 364 001 + 40 366 001  
+ 40 367 001

40 776 001 
Master Bathroom accessories set 
Consists of 40 364 001 + 40 366 001  
+ 40 367 001 + 40 365 001

40 846 001
Master Bathroom accessories set 
Consists of 40 364 001 + 40 371 001  
+ 40 447 001 + 40 448 001

 neW neW

40 344 001 
Master Bathroom accessories set  
Consists of 40 365 001 + 40 444 001
+ 40 364 001 + 40 367 001 + 40 366 001

40 823 001
Bathroom accessories set  
Consists of 40 364 001 + 40 365 001
+ 40 366 001 + 40 689 001
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40 508 001 
holder for Glass, soap dish  
or soap dispenser

40 372 001
Crystal glass

40 394 001
soap dispenser

40 368 001
soap dish

Grohe essentials CuBe

GroHe 
starLight®

40 754 001
Bundle of holder + soap dish

40 755 001
Bundle of holder + Crystal glass

40 756 001
Bundle of holder + soap dispenser
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40 512 001
Multi-towel rack 558 mm

40 510 001
towel ring

40 624 001
Double towel bar 439 mm

40 509 001
towel rail 600 mm

40 511 001
robe hook
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Grohe essentials CuBe

GroHe 
starLight®

40 507 001
toilet paper holder

40 623 001
spare toilet paper holder

40 513 001
toilet brush set

40 514 001 
Grip bar 340 mm
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neW neW neW

neW neW

40 758 001 
Master Bathroom accessories set
Consists of 40 510 001 + 40 754 001
+ 40 511 001 + 40 507 001 + 40 509 001

40 757 001 
City restroom accessories set 
Bundle of 40 511 001 + 40 507 001 
+ 40 513 001

40 777 001 
Guest Bathroom accessories set 
Bundle of 40 511 001 + 40 509 001 
+ 40 507 001

40 778 001 
Master Bathroom accessories set  
Consists of 40 511 001 + 40 509 001 
+ 40 507 001 + 40 510 001

40 847 001 
Bathroom accessories set 
Consists of 40 511 001 + 40 624 001 
+ 40 755 001 + 40 756 001
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Grohe 
ThermosTaTs
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Grohe sPaLeT 186

Grohe FaUCeTs 192

Grohe aCCessories 238

Grohe ThermosTaTs 248

Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan 250
Grohtherm Cube 254
Grohtherm 2000  256
Grohtherm 1000 258
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan  260

Grohe showers 262
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ecoButton aquaDimmer easyLogic Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
CoolTouch®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
QuickFix®

safestop safestop 
Plus

34 274 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 568 000 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

19 467 000 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

34 276 000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 567 000 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

19 468 000 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

GrohTherm 3000 CosmopoliTan

19 469 000 + 35 500 000 
Central thermostatic mixer
+ separate concealed body

19 470 000  
+ 29 800 000 / 29 802 000 / 29 805 000
Concealed valve
+ separate concealed body ½” / ¾” / 1”
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34 275 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer
with shower set  
rainshower® Cosmopolitan 130
with 600 mm rail
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neW

neW

34 627 000
perfect shower set 
rainshower® Cosmopolitan 310 head shower
sena hand shower 
with rapido T

34 630 000
perfect shower set 
rainshower® Cosmopolitan 310 head shower 
sena hand shower 
with rapido T

26 261 000
perfect shower set 
rainshower® F-series 10“ head shower 
with rapido T 
hand shower to be ordered separately

neW

26 260 000 
perfect shower set 
rainshower® Cosmopolitan 400 head shower  
with rapido T 
hand shower to be ordered separately

GrohTherm 3000 CosmopoliTan

PerFeCT shower seT

neW
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34 399 000 
perfect shower set
rainshower® Cosmopolitan 160 head shower
euphoria hand shower
with rapido T

26 262 000
perfect shower set
rainshower® Cosmopolitan  210 
with rapido T 
hand shower to be ordered separately

GrohTherm 3000 CosmopoliTan

neW
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34 491 000
Thermostatic shower mixer  
with Grohe easyreach shower tray

34 488 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 959 000 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

34 502 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
with Grohe easyreach shower tray

34 497 000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

GrohTherm Cube

Grohe 
Turbostat®

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
starLight®

safestop ecoButton aquaDimmer  
eco

easyLogic XL waterFallGrohe 
QuickFix®

18 700 000
Grohe easyreach shower tray

19 961 000 + 35 500 000 
Central thermostatic mixer
+ separate concealed body

19 910 000
+ 29 800 000 / 29 802 000 / 29 805 000 
Concealed valve
+ separate concealed body ½” / ¾” / 1”

safestop 
Plus

19 958 000+ 35 500 000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body
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34 492 000
Thermostatic shower mixer
with new Tempesta 100 shower set 
with 600 mm rail 
34 495 000
with 900 mm rail

34 506 000
perfect shower set
allure 230 head shower
euphoria Cube hand shower
with rapido T

26 087 000
euphoria Cube XXl  
shower system 230
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34 469 001
Thermostatic shower mixer  
with Grohe easyreach 
metal shower tray

34 169 001
Thermostatic shower mixer 
34 170 001
Thermostatic shower mixer  
without unions

34 464 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer  
with Grohe easyreach 
metal shower tray

34 174 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
34 175 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
without unions

34 281 001
Thermostatic shower mixer
with shower set power&soul® 130
with 600 mm rail
34 482 001  
with 900mm rail

GrohTherm 2000

19 352 001 + 35 500 000 
Central thermostatic mixer
+ separate concealed body

19 354 001 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

19 355 001 + 35 500 000 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
CoolTouch®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

Grohe 
starLight®

safestop ecoButton aquaDimmer  
eco

easyLogic XL waterFallGrohe 
QuickFix®

safestop 
Plus
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18 608 001
Grohe easyreach 
metal shower tray

19 243 001
+ 29 800 000 / 29 802 000 / 29 805 000
Concealed valve
+ separate concealed body ½” / ¾” / 1”

34 176 001 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
with pillar unions

34 283 001
perfect shower set
power&soul® 190 head shower
power&soul® 115 hand shower
with rapido T

34 631 000
perfect shower set
rainshower Cosmopolitan 210 head shower  
euphoria Cosmopolitan hand shower 
with rapido T

34 195 001
Thermostatic shower mixer
with shower set euphoria 110
with 600 mm rail

neW
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34 143 003 
Thermostatic shower mixer 
34 455 000
Thermostatic shower mixer  
with Grohe QuickFix® s-unions

19 984 000 + 35 500 000
Thermostatic shower mixer
+ separate concealed body

34 573 000
Central thermostatic mixer

19 981 000  
+ 29 800 000 / 29 802 000 / 29 805 000 
Trim set concealed valve
+ separate concealed body ½” / ¾” / 1”

34 146 003 
Thermostatic shower mixer  
without unions

19 985 000 + 35 500 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

19 986 000 + 35 500 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with integrated 2-way diverter
+ separate concealed body

34 156 003 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
without unions

GrohTherm 1000

Grohe 
CoolTouch®

34 155 003 
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

Grohe 
Turbostat®

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
starLight®

aquaDimmer  
eco

easyLogic metalGrip safestop ecoButtonGrohe 
QuickFix®

safestop 
Plus
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34 256 003 
Thermostatic shower mixer
with new Tempesta 100 shower set 
with 900 mm rail 
34 151 003
with 600 mm rail

34 588 000 
Thermostatic shower mixer  
with new Tempesta 100 shower set  
with 600 mm rail with aquatunes

34 582 000 
perfect shower set
euphoria Cosmopolitan 180 head shower 
with rapido T 
hand shower to be ordered separately

neW

34 152 003 
Thermostatic shower mixer
with new Tempesta 100 shower set 
with 600 mm rail 
without s-unions

34 614 000
perfect shower set
euphoria Cosmopolitan 180 head shower  
new Tempesta 100 hand shower 
with rapido T
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34 065 002
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 268 002
Thermostatic shower mixer  
without unions

34 323 002
Thermostatic bath mixer 
without unions

34 286 002 
Thermostatic shower mixer  
with euphoria 110 shower set  
with 600 mm rail
34 321 002 
with 900 mm rail

GrohTherm 1000 CosmopoliTan

34 215 002
Thermostatic bath mixer

Grohe 
Turbostat®

metalGrip safestop safestop 
Plus

ecoButtonGrohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
starLight®

easyLogic 

neW
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Grohe 
showers
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Grohe sPALeT 186

Grohe FAUCeTs 192

Grohe ACCessories 238

Grohe ThermosTATs 248

Grohe showers 262

Grohe rainshower® SmartControl System 264
Grohe rainshower® System 265
Grohe euphoria XXL System 267
Grohe euphoria System 268
Grohe New Tempesta System 270
Grohe retro-Fit System 271
Grohe Freehander 272
Grohe Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 274
Grohe Power&Soul®  276
Grohe Power&Soul® Natural Colours 278
Grohe rainshower® Natural Colours 279
Grohe rainshower® Water Colours 280
Grohe rainshower® Flower 281
Grohe rainshower® Next Generation 282
Grohe euphoria 110 285
Grohe New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 288
Grohe New Tempesta 100 292
Grohe New Tempesta rustic 100 296
Grohe Sena Stick 297
Grohe euphoria Cube+ Stick 298
Grohe euphoria Cube Stick 300
Grohe euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick 302
Grohe head Showers 304
Grohe head Shower Bundles 310
Grohe Sena Trigger Sprays 312
Grohe Trigger Sprays 313
Grohe Shower Accessories 314
Grohe Shower rails 316
Grohe Shower Arms 318
Grohe Shower hoses 320
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Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
CoolTouch®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

safestop speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFree

Grohe rAiNShoWer®  
SmArTCoNTroL SySTem

26 250 000 
rainshower® SmartControl 360 DUo 
Shower system with thermostat 
head shower sprays: Grohe Purerain/ 
Grohe rain o2 spray* + Triomassage
hand shower sprays:  
rain/ Grohe rain o2 spray

26 254 000 + 26 264 000 
rainshower® 360 DUo  
head shower Set including shower arm
head shower sprays: Grohe Purerain/ 
Grohe rain o2 spray* + Triomassage
450 mm shower arm
+ rough-in shower arm

*  to be decided at first installation; factory default setting: GROHE PureRain

NeW
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Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
CoolTouch®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

safestop speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

AquaDimmer TwistFree

Grohe rAiNShoWer® SySTem

27 966 000
rainshower® 310  
Shower system with thermostat 
hand shower Sena Stick 
450 mm shower arm

27 032 001
rainshower® 210  
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
450 mm shower arm

27 174 001 
rainshower® 400  
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
450 mm shower arm

27 968 000 
rainshower® 310  
Shower system with thermostat 
hand shower Power&Soul® 130 
450 mm shower arm

27 569 000 
rainshower® F-Series 10“  
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
450 mm shower arm
27 469 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 374 000 
rainshower® 210 Shower system  
with thermostat, 4 body sprays 
hand shower Sena Stick
450 mm shower arm
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Grohe rAiNShoWer® SySTem

27 058 000
rainshower® 210  
Shower system with diverter
hand shower Sena Stick
450 mm shower arm

27 641 000
rainshower® 210 
Shower system 
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer
hand shower Sena Stick
450 mm shower arm

27 472 000  
rainshower® Veris 300  
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower Grohe ondus® Stick
450 mm shower arm

27 175 000  
rainshower® 400  
shower system with diverter  
hand shower Sena Stick  
450 mm shower arm
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Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

safestop speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

AquaDimmer TwistFree

Grohe eUPhoriA XXL SySTem

26 087 000 
euphoria Cube XXL 230 
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower euphoria Cube Stick
400 mm shower arm

23 147 001
euphoria Cube XXL 230 
Shower system with single-lever mixer 
hand shower euphoria Cube Stick
400 mm shower arm

26 075 000
euphoria XXL 310 
Shower system with thermostat 
hand shower euphoria 110 massage 
450 mm shower arm

26 363 000 
euphoria XXL 210  
shower system with thermostat  
hand shower euphoria 110 massage  
450 mm shower arm  
with Grohe easyreach tray

23 058 003 
euphoria XXL 210  
Shower system with single-lever mixer 
hand shower euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick
450 mm shower arm

sprayDimmer

NeW
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Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

safestop speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

AquaDimmer TwistFree

Grohe eUPhoriA SySTem

26 186 000 
euphoria Power&Soul 190 
Shower system with thermostat  
hand shower Power&Soul® 115 
450 mm shower arm 

27 296 001 
euphoria 180 
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower euphoria 110 massage
450 mm shower arm 
27 615 000 
with 9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy

26 273 000  
euphoria 180  
shower system with thermostat  
hand shower euphoria 110 massage  
450 mm shower arm with Aquatunes

27 932 000
euphoria Cube 150 
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower euphoria Cube Stick 
450 mm shower arm 

sprayDimmer

26 227 000 
euphoria Power&Soul® 190 
Shower system  
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
hand shower Power&Soul® 115 
450 mm shower arm

NeW
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27 473 000
euphoria 180 
Shower system with single-lever mixer 
hand shower euphoria 110 massage
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy

23 061 001
euphoria Concetto 180 
Shower system with single-lever mixer 
hand shower euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick 
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy

27 911 000
euphoria Power&Soul® 190 
Shower system with diverter  
hand shower Power&Soul® 115
450 mm shower arm

27 421 001  
euphoria 180 
Shower system with diverter 
hand shower euphoria 110 massage 
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy

NeW

27 475 000 
euphoria 180 Shower system  
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
hand shower euphoria 110 massage 
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy
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Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
Turbostat®

safestop speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

AquaDimmer 

Grohe NeW TemPeSTA SySTem

27 922 000 
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 160  
Shower system with thermostat
hand shower 2-sprays 
390 mm shower arm

26 223 000 
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 160  
Shower system  
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer 
hand shower 2-sprays 
390 mm shower arm

26 225 000 
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 160  
Shower system with diverter 
hand shower 2-sprays 
390 mm shower arm

TwistFree

NeWNeW
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Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFree

Grohe reTro-FiT SySTem

26 190 000
retro-Fit 180 
Shower system with diverter
hand shower euphoria 110 massage
450 mm shower arm

26 191 000
Compensation disc
for Retro-Fit System

sprayDimmer

NeW
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Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe FreehANDer

speedClean

27 004 000
Shower system exposed  
with hose connection

27 005 000
Shower system concealed
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Grohe PoWer&SoUL® CoSmoPoLiTAN

27 765 000 
head shower Cosmopolitan 190 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 668 000  
hand shower 160 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet  
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 664 000
hand shower 130 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 661 000  
hand shower 115 
2 spray patterns: 
Grohe rain o2, rain 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
QuickFix® Plus

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

one-Click  
showering 

TwistFree

Colour options:   000 i StarLight Chrome  |   LS0 i moon White

27 746 000 
Shower set  
with hand shower 160 
rail 900 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 734 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 130  
rail 900 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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27 744 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 160  
rail 600 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 732 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 130  
rail 600 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 753 000
Shower Set  
with hand shower 115  
rail 600 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 741 000 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 130 
adjustable wall holder  
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

26 174 000  
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 130 
non-adjustable wall holder 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 838 000 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 115  
non-adjustable wall holder  
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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Grohe PoWer&SoUL®

27 675 000
hand shower 160
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 673 000
hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 671 000 
hand shower 115
2 spray patterns: 
Grohe rain o2, rain 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

Grohe 
QuickFix® Plus

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

one-Click  
showering 

TwistFree

27 750 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 160 
rail 900 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 738 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 130  
rail 900 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 759 000
Shower Set  
with hand shower 115 
rail 900 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy  
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27 748 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 160  
rail 600 mm 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 736 000 
Shower Set  
with hand shower 130  
rail 600 mm
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 767 000
head shower 190 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 742 000
Shower wall holder set 
with hand shower 130 
adjustable wall holder 
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Grohe PoWer&SoUL® NATUrAL CoLoUrS

27 672 mw0 
hand shower 130 
Chrome/Sheer marble 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
 

27 672 TN0 
hand shower 130 
Chrome/misty Slate 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
 

27 672 Xh0 
hand shower 130 
Chrome/Frosted Granite 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
 

27 672 PV0 
hand shower 130 
Chrome/Natural Sandstone 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
 

27 672 Dr0 
hand shower 130 
Chrome/Cloudy Limestone 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
 

27 672 hF0 
hand shower 130 
Chrome/Fired Clay 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
 

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

one-Click  
showering 
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Grohe rAiNShoWer® NATUrAL CoLoUrS

27 635 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Sheer marble 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 637 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/misty Slate 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 639 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Frosted Granite 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 630 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Cloudy Limestone 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain 
27 632 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 633 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Fired Clay 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain 
27 634 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFreeecoButton
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Grohe rAiNShoWer® WATer CoLoUrS

27 447 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Pink 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 448 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Purple 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 449 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/Blue 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 443 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/red 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 444 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/orange 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 446 000 
hand shower 150
Chrome/yellow 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFreeecoButton
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Grohe rAiNShoWer® FLoWer

26 115 DP0 
hand shower 100
orchid: pink/white
1 spray pattern: rain

26 115 DU0 
hand shower 100
Lily: purple/white
1 spray pattern: rain

26 115 TY0 
hand shower 100
Bluebell: blue/white
1 spray pattern: rain

26 115 DG0 
hand shower 100
Tulip: red/yellow
1 spray pattern: rain

26 115 Yr0 
hand shower 100
Sunflower: orange/yellow
1 spray pattern: rain

26 115 YF0 
hand shower 100
Daisy: yellow/white
1 spray pattern: rain

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 
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Grohe rAiNShoWer® NeXT GeNerATioN

27 277 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower icon 150
rail 900 mm 
27 402 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 379 000
Shower set  
with hand shower icon 100
rail 900 mm
9,5l Grohe ecoJoy

27 529 000
Shower set  
with hand shower icon 100
rail 600 mm
27 378 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 276 000 
hand shower icon 150 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 276 Ls0 
hand shower icon 150
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 375 000 
hand shower icon 100
1 spray pattern: rain 
27 377 000  
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFreeecoButtonGrohe 
QuickFix® Plus
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27 383 000 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower icon 100
non-adjustable wall holder
with 9,5l Grohe ecoJoy 

27 437 000
head shower icon 190  
chrome plated spray plate
1 spray pattern: rain 
27 439 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 371 000 
head shower icon 190  
1 spray pattern: rain
27 373 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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27 274 000 
hand shower eco Stick 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 272 000 
hand shower Solo 150
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain

27 370 000 
head shower Solo 190 
1 spray pattern: rain  
27 372 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe rAiNShoWer® NeXT GeNerATioN

27 273 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower Solo 150
rail 900 mm

36 298 000* 
Shower set Digital  
with hand shower Solo 150
rail 900 mm

* Energy efficiency class illumination of control of control unit: not applicable
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Grohe eUPhoriA 110

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFreesprayDimmerGrohe 
QuickFix®

27 221 000
hand shower 110 massage  
with SprayDimmer 
3 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain, massage 
27 239 000  
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 222 000
hand shower 110 Champagne  
with SprayDimmer 
3 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain, 
Champagne spray

27 220 000
hand shower 110 Duo  
with SprayDimmer 
2 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain 
27 238 000
with 9.5 l/min.Grohe ecoJoy

27 265 000
hand shower 110 mono 
1 spray pattern: rain 

27 265 00e 
hand shower 110 mono 
1 spray pattern: rain  
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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Grohe eUPhoriA 110

27 226 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 110 massage  
with Grohe easyreach tray, rail 900 mm 
27 231 001 
with rail 600 mm 
27 243 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 225 001
Shower set  
with hand shower 110 Duo  
with Grohe easyreach tray, rail 900 mm

27 227 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 110 Champagne 
with Grohe easyreach tray, rail 900 mm 
27 232 001 
with rail 600 mm
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27 235 000
head shower 110 massage 
with SprayDimmer 
3 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain, massage

27 270 000
head shower 110 mono 
1 spray pattern: rain 

27 247 001  
head shower euphoria 110  
massage with SprayDimmer  
3 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain, massage

27 230 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 110 Duo  
with Grohe easyreach tray, rail 600 mm 
27 242 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 267 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 110 mono 
with Grohe easyreach tray, rail 900 mm

27 266 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 110 mono 
with Grohe easyreach tray, rail 600 mm 
27 266 00e
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

NeW
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Grohe NeW TemPeSTA CoSmoPoLiTAN 100

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

27 573 001
hand shower 100 
4 spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
massage, Jet

27 572 001
hand shower 100
3 spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
massage 
27 574 001
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 571 001 
hand shower 100 
2 spray patterns: rain, Jet 
27 571 10e
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 584 001 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 3-spray 
9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy  
adjustable wall holder 
hose 1750 mm

27 588 001
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 3-spray 
9.5 l/min Grohe ecoJoy 
non-adjustable wall holder 
hose 1500 mm

26 084 001
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 1-spray 
non-adjustable wall holder 
hose 1500 mm
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27 787 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 4-spray 
rail 600 mm 
27 580 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 786 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 3-spray 
rail 600 mm

27 578 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
rail 600 mm 
27 578 10e 
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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27 577 001  
Shower set  
with hand shower 4-spray 
with Grohe easyreach tray 
rail 600 mm  
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 928 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
with Grohe easyreach tray 
rail 600 mm  
26 083 001 
with hand shower 1-spray

27 929 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 3-spray 
with Grohe easyreach tray 
rail 600 mm  
27 576 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe NeW TemPeSTA CoSmoPoLiTAN 100
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27 591 000
head shower 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 869 000  
head shower set
with head shower 4-spray
with shower arm 125 mm
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

26 090 000 
head shower set
with head shower 3-spray
with shower arm 125 mm

27 790 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 4-spray 
rail 900 mm

27 789 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 3-spray
rail 900 mm

27 788 001 
Shower set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
rail 900 mm
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Grohe NeW TemPeSTA 100

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

28 578 001
hand shower 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
28 421 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

28 261 001
hand shower 100 
3 spray patterns: 
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage 
28 419 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 597 000 
hand shower 100 
2 spray patterns:  
rain, Jet 
27 597 00e
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

shockProof

27 849 000 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 3-spray 
5.7 l/min Grohe ecoJoy 
non-adjustable wall holder 
hose 1750 mm

27 601 00e 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
5.7 l/min Grohe ecoJoy 
adjustable wall holder 
hose 1750 mm

27 803 00e 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
5.7 l/min Grohe ecoJoy 
non-adjustable wall holder 
hose 1500 mm

27 799 000 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
non-adjustable wall holder 
hose 1250 mm 
26 164 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 798 00e 
Shower wall holder set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
5.7 l/min Grohe ecoJoy 
non-adjustable wall holder 
hose 1250 mm
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26 161 000 
hand shower 100
2 spray patterns:  
rain, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 852 000
hand shower 100 
1 spray pattern: rain 
27 923 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 795 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 4-spray 
rail 600 mm
27 645 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 794 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 3-spray 
rail 600 mm 
27 644 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 598 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
rail 600 mm 
26 162 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 
27 598 00e 
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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Grohe NeW TemPeSTA 100

27 853 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 1-spray 
rail 600 mm 
27 924 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

28 593 001
Shower set  
with hand shower 4-spray 
rail 600 mm  
with tray
28 436 001
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 927 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 3-spray
27 600 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 
27 926 000 
with hand shower 2-spray
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27 796 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 3-spray  
rail 900 mm 
28 789 001 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 646 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 2-spray 
rail 900 mm 
26 163 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 854 000 
Shower set  
with hand shower 1-spray 
rail 900 mm

27 606 000
head shower 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

26 088 000
head shower set
with head shower 3-spray
with shower arm 125 mm
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Grohe NeW TemPeSTA rUSTiC 100

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

27 608 000
hand shower 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

26 085 000
hand shower 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 

27 610 000
head shower 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

26 089 000
head shower set
with head shower 4-spray
with shower arm 125 mm 

26 086 000
Shower set  
with hand shower 4-spray 
rail 600 mm 
Grohe easyreach tray 
27 609 000  
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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Grohe SeNA STiCk

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean

28 034 000
hand shower Sena Stick
1 spray pattern: rain
28 341 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

28 348 000
Shower wall holder set 
with hand shower Sena Stick
non-adjustable wall holder

28 581 000
Shower set 
with hand shower Sena Stick
rail 600 mm
28 347 000
with rail 900 mm

28 580 000
rail 600 mm
28 346 000
rail 900 mm

28 690 000
Wall hand shower holder
non-adjustable

Grohe 
QuickFix®

TwistFreehandCrafted inner 
waterGuide
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Grohe eUPhoriA CUBe+ STiCk

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

27 888 000
metal hand shower Cube+ Stick
1 spray pattern: rain
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 889 000
Shower wall holder set
with metal hand shower Cube+ Stick
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
non-adjustable wall holder

27 479 000
head shower Allure 230
230x230 mm
metal
1 spray pattern: rain
27 480 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 890 000
Shower set 
with metal hand shower Cube+ Stick
rail 900 mm
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 891 000
Shower set 
with metal hand shower Cube+ Stick
rail 600 mm
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

speedClean inner 
waterGuide

TwistFree

27 706 000
hand shower holder
non-adjustable

27 707 000
Shower outlet elbow
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Grohe eUPhoriA CUBe STiCk

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

27 698 000 
hand shower Cube Stick
1 1 spray pattern: Normal
27 699 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 702 000 
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower Cube Stick 
non-adjustable wall holder
27 703 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 693 000
hand shower holder 
non-adjustable

26 370 000  
Shower outlet elbow  
with integrated hand shower holder

27 705 000  
head shower 150x150 mm  
1 spray pattern: rain 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

TwistFree

NeW

NeW

27 704 000
Shower outlet elbow
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27 700 000 / 27 918 000 
Shower set
with hand shower Cube Stick
rail 900 mm
27 701 000 / 27 919 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 936 000 
Shower set 
with hand shower Cube Stick
rail 600 mm 

27 841 000 
Shower rail 900 mm  
27 892 000 
Shower rail 600 mm 
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Grohe 
QuickFix® Plus

Grohe eUPhoriA CoSmoPoLiTAN STiCk

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

speedClean inner  
waterGuide 

27 367 000 
hand shower Cosmopolitan Stick 
1 1 spray pattern: Normal 
27 400 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 369 000 
Shower wall holder set 
with hand shower Cosmopolitan Stick 
non-adjustable wall holder 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 491 000
head shower Cosmopolitan 180  
with chrome plated spray face 
1 spray pattern: rain  
27 492 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 368 000 
Shower set 
with hand shower Cosmopolitan Stick 
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

TwistFree
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27 253 000 
head shower F-Series 5“ 
127 mm x 127 mm
1 spray pattern: rain

27 251 000
Side shower F-Series 5“ 
127 mm x 127 mm
1 spray pattern: rain

Grohe heAD ShoWerS

Grohe 
ecoJoy

Grohe 
Dreamspray®

Grohe 
starLight®

27 271 000 
head shower F-Series 10“ 
1 spray pattern: rain
27 285 000 with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy  

27 467 000 
Ceiling shower F-Series 10“ 
254 mm x 254 mm 
metal
1 spray pattern: rain

27 286 000
Ceiling shower F-Series 20“ 
508 mm x 508 mm 
metal
1 spray pattern: rain
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28 778 000
head shower rainshower® 400
metal 
1 spray pattern: rain
28 783 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy  

27 477 000
head shower rainshower® 310
metal 
1 spray pattern: rain
27 478 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy   

28 368 000
head shower rainshower® 210
metal 
1 spray pattern: rain
28 373 000 with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy   
27 814 000 with 7.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
28 368 00e with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy  
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28 369 000
head shower rustic 210 
1 spray pattern: rain

27 861 000 
Ceiling shower Veris 300 
metal 
1 spray pattern: rain

27 470 000 / 27 470 Ls0 
head shower Veris 300 x 150
metal 
1 spray pattern: rain 
27 471 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe heAD ShoWerS

27 479 000
head shower Allure 230 
metal
1 spray pattern: rain
27 480 000
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy  

27 863 000
Ceiling shower Allure 230 
metal
1 spray pattern: rain

Colour options:   000 i StarLight Chrome  |   LS0 i moon White 
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27 764 Ls0 
head shower Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 190 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
27 765 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 767 000
head shower Power&Soul® 190 
4+ spray patterns: Grohe rain o2, rain, 
Bokoma Spray, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 437 000
head shower rainshower® icon 190  
chrome plated spray plate
1 spray pattern: rain

27 134 000
head shower rainshower® 160
4 spray patterns: rain, Jet, Pure, 
Champagne spray

27 436 000 
head shower rainshower® Solo 190 
chrome plated spray plate
1 spray pattern: rain 

27 128 000
head shower rainshower® rustic 160
3 spray patterns: rain, Jet, Pure, 
Champagne spray
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27 530 000 
head shower relexa Deluxe 146
4 spray patterns: rain, Normal, Champagne 
spray and Deluxe Champagne spray

28 308 000 
head shower Sena
metal
1 spray pattern: Normal

27 491 000
head shower euphoria Cosmopolitan 180 
with chrome plated spray face 
1 spray pattern: rain  
27 492 000 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

28 737 000
head shower euphoria rustic 130 
1 spray pattern: rain 
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy 

27 705 000 
head shower euphoria Cube 150 
1 spray pattern: rain 
9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

Grohe heAD ShoWerS

27 610 000
head shower New Tempesta rustic 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy
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27 270 000
head shower euphoria 110 mono 
1 spray pattern: rain 

27 591 000
head shower New Tempesta  
Cosmopolitan 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 606 000
head shower New Tempesta 100 
4 spray patterns:  
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet 
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 235 000
head shower euphoria 110 massage  
with SprayDimmer 
3 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain, massage

27 247 001  
head shower euphoria 110  
massage with SprayDimmer  
3 spray patterns: rain, Smartrain, massage

NeW

26 051 000  
head shower  
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100  
1 spray pattern: rain 
with 5.7 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

NeW
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GROHE HEad SHOwER BundlES

GROHE 
EcoJoy

GROHE 
DreamSpray®

GROHE 
StarLight®

26 259 000
Head shower set F-Series 254
projection 422 mm 
1 spray pattern: Rain

26 170 000
Head shower set Veris 300 
projection 422 mm 
1 spray pattern: Rain

26 056 000
Head shower set 310
projection 380 mm 
1 spray pattern: Rain
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26 073 000
head shower set  
euphoria Cube 152
projection 286 mm 
1 spray pattern: rain

26 090 000 
head shower set
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100
projection 125 mm
3 spray patterns:
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage

27 869 000  
head shower set
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 
projection 125 mm
4 spray patterns: 
Grohe rain o2, rain, massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

27 870 000
head shower set
with head shower 4-spray
with shower arm 125 mm
with 9.5 l/min. Grohe ecoJoy

26 088 000
head shower set
with head shower 3-spray 
with shower arm 125 mm
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Grohe SeNA TriGGer SPrAyS

Grohe 
starLight®

26 329 000
Trigger spray set
metal
hose 1000 mm

26 332 000
Trigger spray set with valve
metal
hose 1250 mm

26 333 000
Valve
metal

26 328 000
Trigger spray
handspray with trigger control
metal

NeW
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27 812 iL1
Trigger spray set 
Silverflex hose 1250 mm
26 355 iL0  
with Silverflex hose 1000 mm

27 514 001 
Trigger spray set with valve 
with Silverflex hose 1250 mm
 

28 020 L01 
Trigger spray handspray  
with trigger control

27 513 001          
Trigger spray set 
with Silverflex hose 1250 mm 

27 512 001 
Trigger spray handspray  
with trigger control

Grohe 
starLight®

NeW TemPeSTA-F TriGGer SPrAyS

speedClean TwistFree

NeW
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Grohe ShoWer ACCeSSorieS

Grohe 
starLight®

27 595 000
New Tempesta 
Wall hand shower holder 
adjustable

27 594 000
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 
Wall hand shower holder 
non-adjustable

27 056 000
rainshower® 
Wall hand shower holder 
without escutcheon
non-adjustable

27 055 000
rainshower® 
Wall hand shower holder 
adjustable

28 605 000
relexa 
Wall hand shower holder 
non-adjustable

27 693 000
euphoria Cube 
Wall hand shower holder 
non-adjustable

27 704 000
euphoria Cube
Shower outlet elbow

26 370 000  
Shower outlet elbow  
with integrated hand shower holder 

NeW
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27 075 000
rainshower® 
Wall hand shower holder 
square escutcheon 
non-adjustable

27 074 000
rainshower® 
Wall hand shower holder 
round escutcheon 
non-adjustable

27 076 000
rainshower® 
Shower outlet elbow 
square escutcheon

27 057 000
rainshower® 
Shower outlet elbow 
round escutcheon

27 531 000
Lead-through for pull-out showers

27 151 000
Lead-through for pull-out showers
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Grohe ShoWer rAiLS

Grohe 
starLight®

27 500 000
euphoria 
rail 900 mm 
27 499 000
rail 600 mm

27 785 000 
Power&Soul® 
rail 900 mm 
27 784 000 
rail 600 mm

27 136 001
rainshower rail
1150 mm
28 819 001
rail 900 mm 
28 797 001
rail 600 mm 

07 247 000
Shower top extension 
for Power&Soul® & Rainshower®  
Shower rails

27 596 000
Grohe easyreach tray 
fits New Tempesta and Euphoria rails

26 362 LN0 
Grohe easyreach tray  
for shower systems  
with Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan  
shower thermostat

Grohe 
QuickFix® Plus

NeW
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27 522 000
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 
rail 900 mm
27 521 000 
rail 600 mm

27 524 000
New Tempesta 
rail 900 mm
27 523 000 
rail 600 mm

27 520 000
New Tempesta rustic 
rail 900 mm
27 519 000 
rail 600 mm
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Grohe ShoWer ArmS

Grohe 
starLight®

28 982 000*
Shower arm
metal 
projection 378 mm

27 406 000
Shower arm 
metal 
projection 218 mm

28 384 000
Shower arm
metal 
projection 272 mm

26 146 000
Shower arm
metal 
projection 422 mm

26 145 000
Shower arm
metal 
projection 422 mm
with square escutcheon

28 576 000
Shower arm
metal 
projection 286 mm

27 488 000
Shower arm
metal 
projection 275 mm 
with square escutcheon

NeW

NeW

* for Rainshower® 400 head showers
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28 497 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal 
length 292 mm

28 724 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal
length 142 mm

27 709 000
Ceiling shower arm 
metal
projection 286 mm
with square escutcheon

27 484 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal 
length 292 mm 
with square escutcheon

27 485 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal 
length 142 mm 
with square escutcheon

27 711 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal  
length 154 mm 
with square escutcheon
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28 413 000  
Shower hose Rotaflex
2000 mm 
28 410 000 1750 mm
28 409 000 1500 mm

28 155 000  
Shower hose Relexaflex
2000 mm 
28 154 000 1750 mm
28 151 000 1500 mm 
28 150 000 1250 mm

27 137 000
Shower hose Silverflex
2000 mm 
28 388 000 1750 mm
28 364 000 1500 mm 
28 362 000 1250 mm 

Grohe ShoWer hoSeS

Grohe 
starLight®

28 025 000
Shower hose Rotaflex Metal Longlife 
1750 mm
28 417 000 1500 mm

28 145 000
Shower hose Relexaflex Metal Longlife
2000 mm
28 143 000 1500 mm 
28 142 000 1250 mm

28 140 000
Shower hose Relexaflex Metal
2000 mm
28 139 000 1750 mm
28 105 000 1500 mm
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aBOut LIXIL

LiXiL is the most comprehensive and connected global company 
in the housing and building industry, delivering human-centric 
innovation that enhances people’s living spaces – we call this  
Living Technology.
Delivering core strengths in water, housing, building and kitchen 
technologies, our brand portfolio businesses including LiXiL, 
groHe, American standard Brands and Permasteelisa are leaders 
in the industries and regions in which they operate, bringing better 
living solutions to the world today and for future generations.
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